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MAYBE the president
has been cross exam-ined before In a skirt- ed court.

j

i

i

30, 1914.

CITY EDITION

CHEROKEE NATION DISSOLVED
Washington, June 30. The Chero
kee nation, largest of the five civil- ized tribes, will be dissolved aa a na
tion at midnight and the tribal funds,
amounting to $600,000, will be divided
among it 41,6.10 members. Commissioner Sell 4f the Indian office today
called for thp; resignation of all Cherokee officials. The dissolution of the
tribe Is In accordance with the policy
of the Indian office. Under the law
it was Intended that the five civilized FIVE HUNDRED SUFFRAGETTES
tribe should dissolve as nations in
CALL ON PRESIDENT AND
U06. Congress, however,
extended
PRESENT RESOLUTION
that time In the discretion cf the In
dian office. Th Seminole nation practically has been dissolved. Senator QUESTION UFTO THE STATES
Owen of Oklahoma, is a member of the
Cherokee .nation and win receive as
NOT A NATIONAL ISSUE, BUTTONE
his portion of th? tribal funds about
WITH
WHICH
COMMON
fifteen dollars. " " :

convention had been packed in favor
of the suffrage resolution,
"The women ''over the seas are
holding out their hands to us," said
slie. 'Eight' million working women
have their eyes on the result of this
resolution today. Mr. president, in
vu w of the Fourth of July, when the
declaration of our forefather
still
rings Hs jubilant not
around the
wfrld, what more fitting hour and
timefor our president, the father of
LONG AWARP f
daughters, o give his voice and in-- GOVERNMENT
fliwnce to. our cause."
NATIONALIST PROPAGANDA
"Mrs. A. V. Beekin of Bloomfield, N.
, 'IN 8ERVIA
J
his generals killed In the recent batJ., presented a telegram from the
;
tle of Zacatecas.
Women's Political union of New Jer
From
.
t MAY NEVER
sey.
headquarters came
word that General Ramon Fraustero
JEECK UMEST
"Tba wovaejy of yourhome state
feel
confident'
wag safe In Monterey,
you will not fail them,"
doing away
FERDINAND'S CHILDREN SHARE
with much, uneasiness regarding his
AT
she 8aid .tq the president
uenton-BaucMrs; Wiley spoke briefly and intro
EQUALLY MOST OF FATH-- comis
investigation
j
WEALTH MUST DE
duced Mrs. Dorr who made the prin
slon, had been reported In jail at Tor
ER'S ESTATE
I
,
SECOND TRIAL ,FOR TRESCA
reon.
cipal plea of the suffragists.
Paterson, N. J.June 30. Carlo
President Scored
Treses, the Industrial Worker of the EXECUTIVE ACCUSEDDODGING
"Since our last visit to the White ROYAL FUNERAL ON TEE WAY
Famine Feared
World leader, who?e
activity here
House," said Mrs Dorr, after referring
Vera Cruz, June 30. Fear of famine
8.11$ strike of a year
the
during
to
great
the president's former statement
"WHAT
ARE
YOU
NG TO DO
resulting from the advance of the
his Indictment for advothat he was not at liberty to propose MID MUFFLED DRUMS AND TOLU
constitutionalist army, and the cut- - ago caused
NOW? ASKS
IRATE ORATOR
INQ BELLS REMAINS ARE
bodily injury and inciting to
legislation to which the party was
ting of the railway, rather than antlci catingwas
IN CLOSING ACCUSATION
on trial.
riot
today
again
not
placed
BORNE TOWARD VIENNA
have
committed,
receded
from
"you
;
of
disorder
in
pation
Mexico City,
j
Tresca was tried at the time of the
your position. Vou have initiated
prompted Sir Lionel Garden's warning strike
but
to
the
30. President and carried
jury failed
agree.
Washington, June
to British subjects to leave the capi
through congress an ex
Vienna, June 30. According to opt
Wilson told a deputation of more than tremely Important piece of
tal, according to passengers who ar
legislation
500 women suffragists at the White without
ions
expressed by high government
waiting for party instructions
MEDIATORS AGREE TO INDEFINITE ADJOURNMENT rived here today. The impression was
House today that, woman suffrage was In fact, you carried it
officials the plot which resulted itf
in
IN
STRIKE
AT
the
through
general among the Englishmen, all of QUIET
a state issue and not a national one, face of positive instructions of the the assassination on Sunday of Arch
whom had come down on business,
and for that reason he would riot use contrary, writtten in the
on auke Francis Ferdinand and his wife,
that few persons would take advant
Vr'ESTINOIIOOSE PIANT his Influence for the passage of a con- - which you were elected. platform
Your justifi the Duchess of Hohenberg, at Sara,
age of a special British refuge train
stiutional amendment in congress.
cation rested on the fact that a certain j evo, owed its inception to nationalist
Zapata Denies Rumored Allegiance to Carranza Bonds of Former to puerta Mexico, as most of those
In the historic east room of the situation called
In
for a changed policy, propaganda which originated in Ser.
the
Between
Villa
now
and
Carranza
Admitted Broken
Agreement
capital
preferred to remain
re- situation called for a
"
STATE
IN CON legislative mansion, the president
there.
CONSTABULARY
hcanged policy via.
,
Goes to Parral to Attend Funeral
Beyond Repair-Vi- lla
ceived the suffragists, who representThis propaganda took deep, root
"We
'
submit
the
that
situation in
All who arrived here today
TROL OF SlTLlATION,AND
agreed
ed the organized clubwomen of nearly regard to woman
of General Rodriquez Claimed That Mexican and
among certain elements of the Ser-via-n
has
that the capital was quiet and tnat
suffrage
changed
OPENS DOOR OF FACTORY
every state. When the president de- absolutely since the Baltimore platpopulation of Bosnia. The Bosthere were no visible indications of
American Delegates Dave Reached Settlement
clined to support the Mondell-Bristonian government was aware of the
form was written."
unrest among the people. No confir
Pittsburgh; June 8. Dawn saw the amendment which conies up for a
After reviewing the growth of suf treasonable aims being pursued but
mation of the evacuation. oCAgua Cat state
constabulary in complete con vote in the house rules committee to- frage in the- states
and pending legis- - waa obliged to proceed with the ut.
ientes by the federal forces has reach trol of the situations in the strike Bis- morrow some of the leaders began rtion in congress, to enfranchise wom most caution in order not to
Washington, June 30. Private dis- statement as issued at Niagara Falls. ed here
injure
but the railroad passengers trict of the Turtle Cyeek
valley. Four to put him through a sharp cross ex- en, Mrs; Dorr said:
The object of the memorandum, it
patches received here today from unanother group of Servians who were
said there were many rumors afloat
troopers cleared the bridge leading amination, which the president took
official sources in Mexico City stated was said, was to combat the propos"It was extremely kind of you to loyal to it Also there were certain;
that President Huerta has sent bis als presented by the American dele- regarding mutinies among the federal to the Westinghouse Electric and Ma good natnredly.
Dolicv:
of foreign
receive
this deputation, but we have considerations
chine factory, which deputy sheriffs
eon and daughter toward Puerto Mex- gates which were said to be tanta- troops.
Executive Good Natured
reached the point where wer are nott which had to be reckoned with.
One passenger declared a band Of have held for three
weeks, and all Mrs. Rheta Childe Dorr and Mrs. Har not satisfied wlh
ico and was making preparations for mount to reducing electoral liberty in
The Bosnian authorities, while care.kindness and tolera- revolutionists a few days ago.attack-Nexac- persons were allowed to pass without
his own departure on short notice. Mexico to a aham, as the elections
W. Wiley questioned him on his lon. We want action. We. therefore. fully watching and
vey
restraining their 3
where' the light and power question. Streets were
'
patrolled by attitude with respect to other national ask you to
The information wag conveyed to the would be hold under pressure in favor
fanatics,
were unable u
a
apparently
answer,
plan
question:
state department,
of Carranza. This, it was argued, plant supplying the capital Ib located, mounted men and the people were Issues and after answering several of
Clscover
the
What
are
in time lu
conspiracy
you going to do now,
and it is reported other bands are
s:
kept moving.
would be bad for Mexico 'find for the.!
their questions the president declar in this session of congress tor woman prevent Sunday's crime,
acUre.. ialhaaialatfj-oqrhAaba
... .'
ed- answer United" States as Velir'as" for Carraiiza,'
How
Washington, June
this
Servian
,
Are
deeply
ou
to use your
danger
VJS?!
at the plant entrances to see who "I cannot permit myself to b&rTCwertulJilluwi-from General Carranza as to partici- as it would cause bad feeling between
'
Mediators
Take
Recess
return
would
to
work, and pickets
pation in the Niagara mediation was the two peoples and Carranza would
to pass the Mondell-Bristoreuoiu-- to 'estimate but fears ara expresat-iwere active under the restrictions
That put a stop to the questioning tien?" '
head always be regarded as the nominee
Niagara Fall. Ontario, June 30.
hero that it would be difficult to stem
expected at constitutionalist
it now.
quarters by night Luis Cabrera, Car and subordinate of the American gov After a conference today between Am- laid down by Captain Adams, when and the delegation slowly filed out of
ranza's agent here, said the general ernment. The Mexican delegates in bassador De Gama of Brazil and Min- he visited the strike headquarters last the White House, giving expressions
Will Read by. Emperor
had been conferring with his chief, the document ask why the govern- isters Naon and Zuarez it was an- night One man overstepped the of disappointment
The president told
The will of the late archduke was
as was required by the plan of Guad- ment at Washington objects to the nounced that mediation would form- bounds1 and was arrested by a trooper. the women that his "passion is for lo SPEAKER'S WIFE HAS
found and opened by Emperor Francis
Strict orders were given by the con cal self government," and that he bealupe and probably by this time had establishment of a neutral provisional ally recess tomorrow until such time
The arche
Joseph this afternoon.
learned their views.
dukes children, It is said, are to in
government which the Mexican dele- as the constitutionalist delegates and stabulary for the armed guards to lieved every state should decide cerNARROW ESCAPE herit their late father's estates in Bo,
gates had immediately accepted1. The Huerta representatives would confer remain in the works, and in' no case tain things for itself.
to
on
streets
show
themselves
the
on
Mexico's
:
internal
He
probanswer
hemia and at Salesburg and Artstefr v
informally
women
told
the
can
that the suffrage
be that' the
only
they say
5,000 Prisoners at Zacatecas
"
stationed
with
their
The
guns.
lems,
guard
issue
not
dehad
been
mentioned
"i
does
3X
not'
Railroad men Washington government
in,dthe WITH PARTY OF FRIENDS TAKES tent The rest of the estates, includ
Torreon, June
The mediators came to this decision at the Pennsylvania station to pro Itaftimore platform and, therefore, he
ing the famous Villa Tivolia at Flor
brought the information today that sire electoral liberty in Mexico.
REFUGE IN FREIGHT HOUSE
was re would be reluctant to take it
ence, are to go to the new heir to the
The Mexican delegates denied that after reading General Carranza's note tect the railroad property
up even
General Medina Barron, commander
DURING A STORM
duced at day break.
throne.
though his own ideas differed."
of the federal garrison defeated last the advance of the revolution proved asking for time to consult his generals
"The president of the United States
Tuesday at Zacatecas, had reached national sentiment in Mexico favored aa to the Informal parley.
Washington, June 30. The fact that
"Remains Reach Metkovitch
has a dual personality," said Mr. Wil.Aguas Callentea with onjy 14 men. Carranza, But even supposing that Minister Suarez referred to the Car.
Mrs.
Champ Clark, wife of the speak
son..
Aletkovltch, Herzogovina, June 30k
"First he ie the chief executive
General Barron was wounded in the national sentiment favored Carranza, ranza note as "satisfactory sound and I0UNT LASSEN IN
of the nation and next he Is the er of the house, and a party of young
The bodies of Archduke Francis Far
his election, they pointed wit, was sensible in its explanation of the
"thigh, they said.
whom she chaperoned had a dinand and his escore, the DucheBs)
people
'
leader
a
In
both
of
those
party.
capaneed
for
under
a
certain
time,"
General
another
neutral
of
The body
Olea,
government
ELEVENTH SPOUT cities. I ust refuse to pulsh woman narrow escape from death at Fort of Hohenberg, arrived here on a spec
All the 'mediators and their secre
for put: federal commander, has been found In and there was no necessity
Washington, about 15 miles from ial train at 6 o'clock this morning
suffrage as a national issue.".!
: the position his men
him
taries
to
in through a provisional govmake plans
began immediately
occupied on the ting
on Sunday night during' from Sarayevo, Bosnia.
Washington,
'
' The
president advised the club wom
for departure tomorrow or Thursday
Zacatecas battle field, according to ernment under his influence.
a
, storm, became
terrifte
electrical
OF
VOLCANO
SEEMS
coffins
were
ERUPTION
The
en
to
not
from the
removed
be
continue
but
discouraged,
reports made to General Villa, who If the Washington government in- and it is now expected that by the
TO BE MOST VIOLENT
their fight in the various states. He known today. During the height of cars by blue jackets agd after a' praywas here today. A son of General sisted on its proposals, the delegates end of the week the entire mediation
SINCE MAY 30
added that he was deeply interested the storm they were marooned in a er by a priest were conveyed amid the
Barron, a major, also was killed, ,and contend, the negotiations would fail colony will have left here. No time
In the question. Some of the women freight house on the wharf at the fort roll of muffled drums and the tolling
'.been'
setidentified!
has
and
found
for
his body
and civil strife in Mexico would conreconvening of the
0
30.
Lassen
Red
June
Cal.,
Bluff,
bicught children wlth.hem to the The party had gone down the Poto of church bells, to the royal yacht
The only group of federals which tinue, and even if the revolutionary mediators,' But iC
believed they ,
eleventh
.
in
its
today
exploded
White Hoosa, taad throughout
peak
the mac on the ,TJrii,ted States motor Dalmat lying in the, river.
will
left Zacatecas in any order was' one armies were victorious It 'would be
gather again for another two or
dense
with
a
30,
When the Dalmat reached - the.
since
May
eruption
speaking there were frequent, wails and launch Wllhelmina and had been the
of about 200 men, it has been learned. only at the cost of much suffering and three weeks.
'
column of black smoke that shot up cries from the babies.
guests of , the commandant of Fort mouth of the rivejr It proceeded dW
All others fled panic stricken. So far bloodshed.
They; said MP was unbethousands of feet and then drifted
Shortly after the start rectly to the battleshrp Viribus Unltis
More than 500 women suffragists. Washington.
as It has been possible to ascertain coming to the government of a great1
Zapata Defiant
minutes representing organized club workers was made on the return trip the storm which was lying at anchor, waiting ts
A
northward.
few
slowly
the federals who managed) to escape civilized people such; as "the AmeriZapata is said to have declared that later a smaller column of black smoke of
nearly every state, marched to the aproahed and the party landed and convey the bodies to Triest. Thej
the ' cbnstltutlonallsts'jf0 numbered cans to accept resposibllity 'fpr these he intends to extend, his '
operations
steam
ascended
whitish
with
White
House today and demanded of took; refuge in the freight house. They yacht fired a salute of 19 guns aa
fringed
no more than 300. The garrison con- horrors, when the result could be atalong the western coast of Mexico as more gradually and is etlll rising. President Wilson a definite statement saw the Wllhelmina, from which they they-caalongside the battleship
sisted of from 14,000 to 15,000 men. tained by an honorable and peaceful far as Sonora
and tnat he will fight The eruption has lasted longer and of his
had Just escaped, keel over op. Its and the coffins werethen transferred!
wom
toward
votes
for
position
About 5,000 were taken prisoners.
exercise of the ballot
Carranza "forever." ,The information has the appearance of being more en.
'
side and ship water in such quantities to the afterdeck of ths;,.Yrfbus Unitis
' "
The extensive battle ground has
Senor Esteva-Rui- z
stated that after was brought to Mexico City by per- violent than any , that preceded it
that the crew was forced to beach which had been transformed into s$
to
What
wom
B"
do
for
seyea
going
accurate
made
figures difficult to
the memorandum had been presented, sons who arrived from town under
boat
the
Lt
conmortuary chapel decorated with flags1.
'his session of
cure. On tbeGoadaUipe road leading an
agreement had been reached be- the control of the followers of Zapata TWO MORE BODIES RECOVERED gress?".
consisted of Mrs. Clark The battleship Viribus Unitis is pro
The
a
party
the
leaders
tha
rcstion
'
to the 'oitjt'tome ',000 federals died, tween the Mexican and American del- in the state of Morelos.-.'
'
.
and her daughter, Miss Genevieve ceeding slowly toward Triest eo a
Rimouskl, June 30. Two more Wuntly asked.
, ':,
while inore than 400 bodies were egates, but it could not be
Ambassador
De
out
Gama.
arrived
here bodies have been recovered by divers "Will you nae, your Influence in Clark, Miss McCumber, daughter of to allow the court In .Vienna to makg
given
found" In redoubts and trenches around because the Mexican
had after a week's vacation. The note : of Trom the sunken hun of the steam-shi- favor of the Mondell-Bristogovernment
McCumber of .North Dakota; preparations fot. the. funeral.
The
y"
suffrage Senator
El Grillo. .
the hill
made some observations on it
Gen. Carranza reached1 him on his ar'i
.Empress 08 Ireland. One was resolution for a constitutional amend- Miss Baker, daughter of Representa: vessel will arrive on Wedncscl iy et .
rival. It set forth in polite phrases the
body of a man aged about 30, the ment which comes up before the house tive Baker of New Jersey, and. Rep- ing and the bodies will bp u.lc i
the thanks of General Carranza for other of a girl about 7 years old.
Statement on Mediation
resentative McKeller of Tennessee. ashore on Thursday, and conveyed on
rules committee tomorrow?"
Mexico City, June 30. News reachthe invitation of the mediators to send
troop-lined- l
Detail Suppressed
Headed by Mrs. Harvey W. Wiley, None of them, was Injured but all gun carriages through
constitutionalist delegates to particied Mexico City today that Emiliano
Mrs. Clark related streets to the ' railroad
were drenched.
cnx
CHICAGO BANK RUN OVER
station
Rheta
Childe
Mrs.
William
Dorr,
Kent,
El Paso, June 30. Carranza and pate in informal conference with the
Zapata, the southern revolutionary,
June 30. The run on the Alice Paul, and other leading spirits today the story of the party's thrill- their way to Vienna.
Chicago,
had published a decree rejecting any Villa agents here appeared today to Huerta delegates for the selection of North Avenue State bank ceased last In the congressional union for woman ing experiences. She said she fully
house would
allegiance to Vemustiano Carranza and know no details of the proposed con- a provisional president of Mexico, and night and this morning there were 50 suffrage, the delegation, after a
VILLA'S BATH COMES HIGH
public expected that the freight
ference
between
Villa
General'
and
chief
of
solution
constitutionalist
the
that
the
other
internal
to
over.
turns
saying
prob- persons waiting their
replace mass meeting,' marched behind a big be blown
June 30. General Francis
Chicago,
General
of
representatives
Carranza, lem!,
had refused to accept the "Plan of
the run the brass band to the White House gates,
The party returned to Washington co Villa's bath tub shipped from hrrei
their
During
deposited
General Carranza states, however, bank
Ayale,' the original Agrarian procla- to settle differences which have
where they were received by Secre- on a lighthouse tender.
paid out $300,000.
in response to his order for the beg?
threatened the success of the consti- that he would like to have more time
mation of the southern leader.
who
to
them
took
the
tary
Tumulty,
tub money could buy, cost Llm J1'"1,
Roberto Esteva-Rulacting foreign tutionalist revolution. Delegates evi- in which to consult his subordinate
NAVAL BILL SIGNED
PITTSBURG
was made known today ly the r .x
FOR
president
OFF
ROOSEVELT
it
not
been named, but.lt chiefs and generals before acting on
minister, has given out a memoran- dently have
June 30. President
A large engraved copy of the sufTheo
Colonel
Washington,
30.
June
sold it Shipping- chnipra r i, i
New
that
York,
dum bearing on the statement of the was thought that Carranza's agents the invitation. General Carranza gave Wilson
the naval appro- frage resolution adopted at the recent dore Roosevelt accompanied by his to $125 mora
signed
today
Hexican delegates to the Niagara would be sent directly from Monterey the mediators no intimation as to how
priation bill, which carries a provision Chicago convention of the Federation son, Theodore Roosevelt Jr., and his "If he transports the tub from cT
Falls mediation conference, addressed to. Torreon, and the conferences man- long it would take him to consult his for two new dreadnoughts, and permits of Women's club was
presented to the secretary, left at 8 o'clock this morn- to city It will be the heav-- t ' ' ;
to the American delegates and first aged as quietly as possible. .
'
generals and chiefs. He also has the sale of the battleships Mississippi president as preliminary to the speech
for Pittsburgh, where tonight he his army has to move, e; i a '
mad public fnm Niagara Falls, June
General Villa was reported as hav- had one week's time in which to do and Idaho to Greece. Negotiations es of the suffragists. Predentin! the ing
.
will spealc at the closing session of ber of the firm. Ocnrra!
In it he brings out certain pas- ing gone today to Parral to attend the it but it was freely predicted that he' now are
: 17.
eing conducted for their ej1irraved resolution, Mrs. Ellis Los?an the second annual conference of the the tub in El Fum, from i r
sages which were not contained in the funeral of Trinidad Rodriguez, one of migni want a montn or more.
.
re .nfied to tho char that. fb niMw progressive leagre of .Pennsylvania. tat've of a Chicago firm.
sale.
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such as the ClaHin disaster, which
might otherwise have been averted!.
That there Is a general retrenchment In business is beyond a doubt
Last week bank clearings were nearly
10 per cent less than a year ago; the
decline being greatest In the New
England and eastern states; and for
the five months of tne calendar year
SOLD BY ALL GROCERS
the decline haa been over 8 per cent
Gross railroad earnings showed a loss
of 11 per cent for the month of May,
and 6 per cent for the first five
months of the current year. The
still abnormlat
In
number of Idle cars
Much thought has been riven
In
The present net surplus
years to the subject of maternity.
large.
ally
the cities there are maternity hospitals
0
But of cars is 232,000, compared with
quipped with modern methods.
most women prefer their own homes and
a
operations
ago.
Building
year
In ths towns and villages must prefer
them. ' And sine this is true ws know are on a much smaller scale than
from the great many splendid letters usual; and the stagnation of Jhe
YOUR
written on the subject that our "Mother's
faFriend" is a. great help to expectant steel trade is already unpleasantly
mothers.
They write of the wonderful
the miliar. July disbursements for the
relief, how it seemed to sUow Strain
undu.9
without
first time in many years show a de
to
expand
3Ucle
"and what a splendid Influence It was on crease,
compared with the previous
as
the nervous system. Such help
"Mother's Friend" and Jhe broader year. This waa due to the passing or
knowledge of them should have a helpful
reduction of a number of dividends,
Influence upon babies of the future.
Science says that an Infant derives Its also to the emailed Increase in new
sense and builds its character from
the latter running at
cutaneous Impressions. And a tranquil enterprises;
f
the volume at this
mother certainly will transmit a more about
healthful influence than If she is
These facts are stated
nervous from undue pain. This time last year.
PANAMA GAMBLING PLAN
more difficult. The present trace re:1a what a host of women believe who not to emphasize depressing factors,
United
the
and
June 30. The "Casino Na-action
is
"Mother's Friend."
worldwide,
London,
Wd
do
exist
show
that they
l
These points are more thoroughly ex- but simply to
more
than
suffered
cional
any
de Panama Company, Limited,'
free.
There is good reason, for believing States has
plained in a little book mailed
"Mother's Friend" Is sold In all drw
other country in the world and is in with the Earl of Shrewsbury and Talbot
thor
market
stock
has
pretty
the
that
Bradneld
book.
Bepila
stores. Write for
a correspondingly better position than as chairman, which proposed to start
tur Co., 411 Lamar Bldg Atlanta. Ah.
oughly discounted trade reaction. Se
for immediate improvement. a second Monte Carlo at Panama
curity values' have been declining any other
Our
crops
promise well. The west Is gives an alluring description of the
more
for
or
less regularity
with more
more
hopeful every day. wonderful gambling and amusement
WALL STREET FEELS than 18 months. A partial recovery growing
to goo-- borrow- resort It intends tto launch.
wlU
be
Money
easy
has taken Dlace. but stock market
and the recuperative tendencies
The company Is to acquire 250 acres
ers,
rela
and
low
a
still
are
upon
prices
are sufficiently pronounaed to olfset of land, and to operate under a char
tively substantial basis. There is litall known drawbacks, provided they ter "ensuring absolute freedom from
SLIGHT SHOCK
tle or no inflation or
Will our all interference for a period of 25
on the stock exchange. That body is have oDiiortunity to opara1,1.
business
a fair years," according to the promises of
lawmakers
give
suffering more from
HENR7 CLEWS.
chance?
its prospectus, but no statement is
town
down
The
else.
than
anything
ONLY
made of what authority is to give the
situation, eo far as the security mar
SUPERIOR-MISSISSIPP- I
CANAL
charter, and to ensure the freedom
ket is concerned, Is exceptionally
Washington, June 30. Officials and frcm interference. The casino is to
CLAFLIN FAILURE CAUSES MERE sound. As for mercantile credits they
are likely to be temporarily disturbed othef representatives of Wisconsin, Include most of the attractions of
RIPPLE OF SURPRISE ON
Minnesota asd other Interested states Monte Carlo, a big hotel, an orchid
EXCHANGE
by. the dry goods failure, and some
inconvenience may be temporarily appeared before the general board of garden which will be one of the wonNew York, June 30. The shock ot caused by necessary adjustments to United States engineers on rivers and ders of the world, a bathing pavilion,
harbors today and spoke in behalf of ply eon shooting, tennis grounds, golf
the Claflln disaster was well resisted the new reserve bank requirements.
Mver courses, and
i
tjhe Lake
much
caused
the
of
and
market
events
principally the gambling
by the stock
Among the important
.
less disturbance in the financial diS' week were several supreme court de canal project. The project contem hali.
SuPanama is advertised as a splendid
decision plates a canal link between Lake
trict than might have been expected cisions, the
from so serious a collapse. What the being of chief significance. That de perior and the Mississippi by canaliza- winter resort, while passengers will
Claflin failure will mean to the dry cision, while It clarified the situation tion of the St. Croix and Brule rivers have 24 hours to spend on land while
of the in the steamers traverse the canal, thus
goods trade cannot yet he predicted. as to the relations' between the gov- which form the upper part
ernment and the railroads, and while terstate boundaries foetween Minneso ensuring a constant patronage. Pro
Unavoidably it must cause much
enfits to the stockholders must be large
and possibly some liquida- the latter will now De free of state ta and Wisconsin. Government
feasi
the
declared
propect
because the roulette tables will be
tion in the distributing branches of interference on interstate traffic, still gineer have
the dry goods trade. The failure was the acknowledged constitutionality of ble and the only question is whether run on a system giving the bank a
it would pay. The cost of the canal much larger percentage of profits than
, plainly attributed to over expansion the government fixing the rate was
and to the difficulties of adjustment anything but welcome to railroad man is estimated at $8,000,000 and it is the Monte Carlo company gets from
to changing business conditions. The agers. This is a .power of portentous figured that the Interest and main the play there. Forty per cent divi
H. B. Claflin company was a Jobbing proDortions.
If wisely used and In tenance would amount to $420,000 a dends on the four pound shares are
concern. For some years past the a spirit of fairness to all interests, year. The supporters or tne project predicted by the prospectus.
of trade
jobbing trade of New York has been owners and shippers alike, it may be believe that the shifting
of the
routes
the
tenafter
to
completion
the
Just What Sha Needed
steadily shrinking, owing
productive of much good and tend to
of
a
volume
throw
diwould
canal
large
to
There is an. old saying that "There
retailers
of
the
buy
conserve the stability of railroad in
large
dency
rect The difficulties it the concern vestments. if, on the other hand, the business to a waterway connecting is a remedy fof every 111," It is some
were also seriously aggravated by the power is used1 with prejudice to either Lake Superior and the Mississippi, times years before you find the rem
shifting currents of trade In this great side the consequences may be any which would afford a direct and cheap edy exactly suited to your case. Mrs.
city, and especially by the business thing but deirable. Very shortly the route from the Canadian border to the Rachel Cribley, Beaver Dam, Ohio,
was sick for two years with stomach
depression. It is to be hoped that our rate decision will be handed down, gulf.
well intentioned legrslators will take and the most reliable opinion is that
trouble and constipation. She writes,
A bad taste in the mouth comes "My neighbors spoke so enthusiastic
a lesson from this failure and realize moderate concessions may be allowed
that there are limits to what business to the eastern lines. It would be un from a disordered stomach, and back ally of Chamberlain's Tablets that
can bear from sudden radical changes. safe, however, to be over confident of that is usually a torpid liversA procured a botUe of them. A few
which invites disease. days' treatment convinced me that
Not a few of the new laws and regula in anticipating too favorable a de- condition
Is
HERBINE
the remedy needed. It that they were just what I needed,
neces
even
tions are desirable and
cision.
Mexican affairs have again
sary, but they have come probably been an object of some anxiety, the corrects the stomach and makes the I continued to use them for several
with too much of a rush. Largely ow situation being made worse for the liver active and regular. Price 50c, weeks an d they clred me." For sale
Co. Adv.
ing to that fact their effect hag been federals by the. taking of Zacatecas Sold by Central Drug
by all dealers. Adv.
to impair initiative and weaken con by Villa. That Huerta must go by
DURAN CHALLENGES WINNER
fidence; thus precipitating incidents one means or another is now a cer
COAL FROM CARDIFF
Duran has written to Santa
Young
June 30. The success ot
London,
tainty; and It would seem as if a set
Dan. Ortiz, the promoter,
tlement might be more promptly Fe, asking
American coal shippers in securing a
the
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in his name,
reached by bringing Huerta and Car- - to challenge
at that large portion of the trade of the Medranza into consultation for securing of Thursday night's fight
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when Mike Baca and Young
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a provisional government Of course place,
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meet
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AND
Is occasioning considerable mis
hitches must be expected In such dif Wolgast
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ficult negotiations, and It will be a Duran,
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that
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end
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held a monoply of this trade. It has
into ' normal conditions once more, by
on another fight and this short
Pinkham' Vegetable
Just been announced at Cardiff that
But the probability of armed inter take
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the United States, though rest
Americans have secured an order
vention
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that the" little fellow looks as If he tie';
for 100,000 tons of coal from he Itanot entirely removed, is apparently
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and
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could give,
lian state railways for delivery durCreston, Iowa." I suffered with fe- more remote than at any time since
male troubles from the time I came into these troubles began.
ing the next six months, making a
womanhood until I
total of 300,000 tons' for this year. For-Of course the market has been un
! had taken
Lydia E. settled by the difficulties in the dry
SEVERE PUNISHMENT merly the whole supply of these rail
Pinkham a Vegeta- less
Should
prove
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trade.
ways was secured from Wales. The
lble Compound. I goods
Egyptian state railways have also
would have pains if serious than at present anticipated
bought more extensively from Amerioverworked or they will quickly cease to have any Of Airs:
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Should,
- market
Oappefl,
stock
significance.
anything
diverting In this way
heavy, and I would however, the credit situation he more
some $2,500,000 from South Wales.
I be bo weak and ner
Standing, Relieved by CardoL
disturbed than at present
American coal cargoes are also find
vous and in so much seriously
neceswould
effect
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ing their way to French anI Spanish
misery that I would
the
1 be
ptrts with increasing frequency.
A sarily be adverse to stocks for
prostrated.
ML Airy, N. C Mrs. Sarah M. Chap-pe- ll
The high price of Welsh coal and
friend told me what time being, particularly in delaying
town, says: "I sufiered for the
your medicine bad done for her and I the much desired return to confidence, live of thiswith
cheapening of freights is held re
years
womanly troubles, also
tried it It made me strong and healthy Nothing would do more in restoring
sponsible for the change. American
stomach
and
troubles,
my
punishment
and our home is now happy with a baby confidence than an early adjournment was more than
coal can now be delivered at foreign
any one could tell.
hoy. I am very glad that I took Lydia
of
I tried most every kind of medicine, ports at from 50
cents to a dollar a
E. Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound and of congress and a postponement
In out none did me any good.
ton cheaper than the Welsh product
do all I can to recommend it" Mrs. A. further business legislation. Our
I
one
read
day about Cardul, the woand financial
B. Boscamp, 504 E. Howard Street, dustrial, commercial
man's tonic, and I decided to try iL I The W'elsb, collieries are working to
Creston, Iowa,
systems have not yet had time to had not taken but about six bottles
until their full capacity and are fully book
adjust themselves to the innumerable I was almost cured. It did me more ed for this year's supply, but It is the
Tons of Roots and Herbs
pood than all the
are used annually in the manufacture new regulations, some of which are tried, put together. other medicines I had fuCure which the owners fear, for
no
There
doubt
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onerous.
of Lydia E. Pinkham'a Vegetable Com- extremely
the Italian and Egyptian orders could
My friends began
me why 1
pound, which is known from ocean to that business men are sincerely anx looked so well, and asking
1 told
them about always be depended upon whereas the
ocean aa the standard remedy for ious to obey the law and meet all rea- Cardui. Several are now
orders now being filled are irregular,
taking it"
female ills.
Do you, lady reader, suffer from
sonable demands. Many of the abuses
any
For forty years this famous root and which aroused public opinion and are of the ailments due to womanly trouble
such as headache, backache, sideache Get Rid of the Torment of Rheumatism
herb medicine has been
the present legislative sleeplessness,
and that everlastingly tired"
Remember how pry and active you
successful in controlling the diseases of responsible for
were before you had rheumatism.
women. Merit alone could have stood debaelp are matters of history and
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rMoses Best Flour
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Better Bread and more loaves per sack.
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GROSS KELLY & CO, Distributors
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64,-00-

GOAL AMD VJOO
MOST HEAT FOR

MOEY
SWASTIKA COAL

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
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n

Superior-Mississipp-

Inter-mounta-

D

30, 1914.

WILLIAMS

MAILS

EXPLANATION

Washington, June 29. George Fred
Williams, American minister to Greece,
cabled the state department today he
was forwarding by mail the full text
of his statement on the Albanian sit
uation which was recently reported
to have been of an extremely sensational nature. Officials here declined
to make any comment on the affair.
LOG BOOM PHOTOGRAPHED
Santa Fe, June 29. The great boom

SAFETY

&&osenmfd6 Sort
THE CLEARING
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READY-TO-WEA-

ROSENWALD'S

SALE

IN OUR

STORE

R

offers unusual opportunities to economical shoppers. It is an Inflexible
rule of this store to never carry over
goods from one season to another if
price will move them. We had this
idea in view when we marked the
goods for this final sale.
(18.50 to $45.00 Spring Suits
Any Suit in the house that sold regularly $18.50 to $45.00 "Wooltex'' and
"Prlntzess"
garments Included all
are full of Style, the color good, tailoring and trimming the best; your
choice $12.50
;

$12.50 to $15.00 Spring Suit
This range includes all the cheaper
priced suits and they are all real
values at the regular price. However
the time is now here for the final
clearance. Serge suits included. Take
your choice .$6.00

Stings or bits of insects that are

followed by swellings, pain or tlchlng

should be treated promptly as they
are poisonoue. BALLARD"S SNOW
LINIMENT counterects the poison. It
is both antiseptic and healing. Price
25c, 60c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by
Central Drug Co. Adv.

seriously taken up the game of lawn
tennis, and Is receiving lessons from
Mrs. Lamber Chambers, the present
lady champion. The game Is now one
of the most popular in the British
Isles, having been given an immense
impetus from the championship matches played last year, when the Ameri
cans won the Davis cup, and McLough- lin made such a spectacular fight for
the British championship. During the
winter and spring new courts have
been laid down all over the country,
and the game is played at all the big
house parties, while Innumerable
clubs have been organized. All the
parks, too, now have their tennis
courts, and if not immediately, at any
rate in the near future England1 hopes

.

AT

0

of the Santa Barbara Tie an Pole
company waa filmed yesterday near
Santo Domingo at its? destination.
When It started1, thrilling movies of
the breaking of the boom were made
near Embudo and also at the logs
shot through the rapids and White
Rock Canyon. The companion film
was taken yesterday and will be supplemented by films taken at the tie
picklin plant at Albuquerque and also
by films showing the loading and un
loading of the logs on the railroad,
thus making a complete record of lum
bering operations in New Mexico, from
the time that the tree is marked for
cutting in the forest, until it is placed
at a manufactured Article on the
market, every one of these steps being
a New Mexico process. -

ROYALTY PLAYS TENNIS
Mary,
London, June 30 Princess
daughter of the king and queen, has

FIRST

BY TRADING

$20.00 to $37.50 Coats
Your choice of our Coats that reguCowrie! 1914
Tbe H. Black Oo.
larly sold $20 to $37.50 and a great
many of these Coats are just the
weight for earl fail wear. Every Coat in this lot is strictly all wool and
be tailoring is of the highest claso. Your choice
$13.50

1

$7.50 to SJ16.50 Coats
This lot includes all the lower priced Coats for women aun junions; just 10 ,
Coats in all The values are extra good at our regular price but we don't
Take your choice for
want to carry over a single coat
$5.00

Net Dresses $3.00
value in Net

An extraordinary
several
Dresses;

different

styles; worth regular $7 to $12.
While they last you may have
your choice for

$3.00

to produce young players to replace
the veterans, who have to be depended upon to uphold her end in the
game.
Other members of the royal family

$1.25 Waists 75c
A large assortment of

these

Waists for you to choose from.
All styles, high or low neck, any
length . sleeve, in most any of
the light summery materials.
Every Waist a good value at
75c
$1.25; your choice

are devotees of the game. King George
plays fairly well on the courts at
Buckingham palace and Windsor castle, and is a frequent spectator at tour,
'
naments.

i

lee Up! Smoke Up!

,

A S satisfying as the sounding smack of the

relish of
perfect drive, is the open-ai- r
the perfect smoke Tuxedo. Both go
together, too. When you grab your bag and
start for the links, grab up your tin of
Tuxedo and take it along.
"Follow through' the snappy afternoon
with Tuxedo. Put Tuxedo in your pipe and
you will "put" the best. And at "the nineteenth hole" rest up and relax with a good,
solid smoke of Tuxedo. That's the advice
of good golfers everywhere.
L

J. J. MeDERMOTT
Kational Open Champion 1911 to

1913

' "Pipe smoking

gives added
pleasure to a golfer when the pipe
is filled with Tuxedo. Tuxedo
provides more keen enjoyment than
any other tobacco I know."

VOMANVEAK

5A

NERVOUS

1 VTO

tlnd

l

The Perfect Tobacco for Pipe and Cigarette

It's worth your while to try Tuxedo.

ALEX CAMPBELL
Country Club, BrooUlne, Mas.

" am always glad to speak a
good word for Tuxedo tobacco.
Constant use of it only serves to
make it better liked. Its fragrant,
soothing flavor makes it the choice
of many golfers."

Especially if a sensitive tongue prevents pipe
smoking.
Tuxedo positively cannot bite not even
if you smoke pipeful after pipeful, as many
as you can crowd into a day or a week.
Tuxedo is made of only the finest, choicest, selected, leaves of perfectly aged Burley
tobacco. It is made by the original "Tuxedo
rrocess wnicn removes
every trace of bite and
sting and develops all
the wonderful mildness,
fragrance and flavor of
the Burley Leaf in a
way that no other brand
of tobacco has ever successfully imitated. .

m

ALEX ROSS
National Open Champion

.

1907,

iar:

"Tuxedo, cool and mild, is
the smoke that satisfies.
Many of my fellow golfers agree
with me in giving preference to
Tuxedo."

YOU CAN BUY TUXEDO
EVERYWHERE

Famous green tin with gold let 1
taring, curved to fit the pocket 1 UC
Convenient pouch, inner-line- d
C
with moisture-proo- f
paper . . OC
In Class Humidors SOe find 90c

f

i

THE AMERICAN TOBACCO

COMPANY

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, TUESDAY,

May Help Yoa if
Lungs Arc Affected
Proper diet, fresh air and temperate
fcsblts are beneficial to persona suffering
from Long Trouble; but In a great many
Instances reports snow that tb addition
of a medicine for this affection has ma.
terlally helped In bringing about recovery.
Cor wore than fifteen years Eckman's
a medicine for Throat and
Alterative,
Lang- Troubles, has accomplished
good
results. Bead what It did in tbla case:
Madison Lake, Minn.
'Gentlemen: In December, 1008, March,
1909, and September,
1W0, I was taken
with hemorrhages of the lungs which confined me several weeks, each time to my
bed. My doctor advised me to go West.
In November I started for Denver,
Col. After my arrival I met Michael
Brody, who, upon learning of my condition, urged me to take Eckman's Alterative. I kept oa taking tbe medicine and
In March, 1910, I reImproved fast.
turned borne. I am entirely well, have
and
sleep well. When
..good appetite
I left Denver my weight was 130 pounds.
I now weigh 105, my normal weight I
thank God and jour Alterative for my
health."
PAUL L. FA9NACHT.
(Affidavit)
(Above abbreviated; more on request.)
Eckman's Alterative has been proven by
many years' test to be most efficacious
for severe Throat and Lung Affections,
Bronchitis, Bronchial Asthma, Stubborn
'Colds and In upbuilding the system.
g
Contains no narcotics, poisons or
drugs. Ask for booklet telling
of recoveries, and write to Bckman
Laboratory, Philadelphia, Pa., for evidence. For sale by all leading druggista
and B. G. Murphey and Red Cross
habit-formin-

Drug company.

The only nation thus far to follow
the example set by the United States
U Norway whose parliament on June
10 passed a resolution making both
the army and the navy messes "dry."
This was pleasing to Secretary Daniels, and be believes other nations will
come to the support of this theory
that alcohol and military efficiency
do not mix. The German emperor has
lately been Insistent upon temperance
among the midshipmen, and in Russia whose naval losses in the Japanese war have been charged largely
to liquor, the temperance movement
has also gained ground.

OLD MASTERS

ON MARKET

London, June 30. The failure of the
banking firm of Chaplin, Milne, Gren-fe- ll
and Company, which shook the
financial district recently, will result
In an Important art collection of old
masters being thrown on the market,
at which wealthy American collectors
are expected to be lively bidders. The
collection to be auctioned at Christie's
for the benefit of the creditors of Arthur M. Grenfell Includes the portrait
of the Countess of Chesterfield by
Van Dyck, formerly hung at Blen- hf im palace, and a portrait of a man
In a red cap ascribed to Titian. The
Dutch and Flemish schools are represented by Bol, Breckelenkam, Cuyp,
Dow, pleter Dubordieu and Wouver-manand the English by portraits
from the brushes of Sir Joshua Reynolds and Sir Thomas Lawrence. The
only modern picture is G. F. Watt's "A
Greek Idyll." Much public Interest is
evtited over the Titian, which has been
auctioned several times by Christie's
for the uncertainty of Its authorship
makes It more or less of a gamble.

Don't Lose Sleep Coughing at Night
Take Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. It glides down your throat
and spreads a healing, soothing coating over the Inflamed tickling surface.
That's immediate relief. It loosens
up the tightness In your chest, stops
stuffy wheezy breathing, eases distressing, racking, tearing coughs. Children love 'it Refuse any substitutes.
Contains no opiates. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv,
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MANY NOTABLE CHANGES, HOWEVER, OCCUR IN SINGLE WEEK
IN THE BIG LEAGUES
30. Notable
York, June
changes occurred among first division
eTubs of both the major leagues, dur
ing last week. The shifts displaced
neither of the two leaders, however.
In fact both New York In the National
league and Philadelphia in the Amer
ican improved their ranking while the
clubs behind them were wrestling for
position.
When the percentabes were compiled after the week's play had ended
New York, Chicago, Pittsburgh were
the club names reading from the top
v
down,
Cincinnati, starting on the down
ward track in the New York series
after keeping far up in the race near
ly half the season, continued on the
toboggan after reaching home and up
to today bad lost seven straight games
and ropplng to fourth place.
Chicago, winning six straight, rose
to the position of runner-up-,
which
the Reds had held, passing both Pitts
burgh and St Louis, the Cardinals
being crowded out of the first division. Only the Pirates stuck to the
place they had ociupied seven days
ago, ending the week in the third
notch in the standing.
When the Giants left home and
found themselves In Boston they re
sumed their in and out habits and
were only able to break even In a six
game series.
Comparatively comfortable as Is the
Giants' present leau, they have no assurance of holding it unless they play
better than In the Boston series. The
phenomenal stick work of young Dave
Robertson, who appears to be the rind
of the season so far in all around
play, has been a marked factor in
such success as they have had.
T&e plummet-likdrop of Detroit,
the hard fought series of games be
tween . Washington and Philadelphia
and the rise of St Louis were features
of the week In tbe American league
race. Ty Cobb put himself out of the
game in unusual fashion a week ago
and the moment he stepped from the
line-uthe Tigers began their slump,
which went the length of six games
before It was checked yesterday.
Considerable bitterness has been In
jected into the rivalry of the Athletics and the Washlngtons as the re-Bult of a forfeiture of a game by the
former club In Philadelphia on Friday.
Up to that time the series bad gone
Washington's way but the tide turn
ed with, the forfeiture and the Athletics had the better of it three
games to two, when the battling ended yesterday. Each club, however,
won and lost the same number of
games during the week and their relative standing is unchanged).
Indianapolis' winnmg streak was
stopped In time to keep tbe Federal
league race close. While Kansas City
was beating the Hoosiers on Thursday, after the latter had won fifteen
straight victories, Chicago was down
ing St Louis and the result put
Tinker's men back within a short distance of the top. Changes in position
were few during the week. With Indianapolis In the lead the first divis
ion clubs Included Chicago, Buffalo
and Baltimore, while Kansas City,
Pittsburgh, Brooklyn and St. Louis
trailed.
'
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the hardest fought political contests
ever waged In tbe province of Ontario has closed and today voters are
registering their views as to whether
Sir James Whitney's government shall
be returned to power or whether H.
W. Rowell shall be given an opportfo
tunity to make good his pledge
licensed
club
and
bar
wipe out every
In Ontario.

$30,000.00

Office with the San Mifjuel National Bank
WM
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Chamberlain's Tablets Unequaled
Rose Green, Wabash, Ind.,
Mrs.
writes, "Recently I used two bottles
of chamberlain's Tablets and found
them splendid for stomach trouble and
constipation, In fact I have never seen
their equal." Sold by all dealers.
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POLITICAL

PARTIES 8TIRRED

BY

ISSUE AT REGULAR

30. Platform
Idaho, June
conventions of the four political parties recognized under the primary
election law of Idaho, republican, democratic, progressiev and socialist, are
being held here today.
Prohibition Is the chief Issue of
each of three leading parties. The
progressives will, It is practically cer
tain, adopt a platform declaring for
prohibition by legislative enactment
and also the submission of a const!
tutlonal amendment
In the democratlo convention chief
Interest centers in an effort to be
made to obtain the adoption of a home
rule plank, giving cities and incorporated towns the right to decdle the pro
hibition question for themselves.
The republicans are said to be
closely divided on the question.

Boise,

PERSONAL

Interest PeJd On Deposits
at

Adv.

uu

The fathers of he Franciscan monastery In Thompson street are exhibiting
vlth a great deal of pride a solid gold
receptacle which was made to contain
the sacred relic of the bones of St
Anthony. It is made out of gold lings
barecelets, brooches, pins, and coins
which were melted up- - This Jewelry,
worth nearly $1,000, was contributed
by the Italians of the neighborhood.
The receptacle Is studded with emer-aidrubles and pearls. The relic of
Sr. Anthony was brought here two
years ago from Italy and has since re-pesed in the church of St Anthony of
Padua, According to the priests there
the relic has worked many miracles,
and persons who have kissed it have
been cured of illness and suffering.
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The hoboes of the Brotherhood Welfare association, of which J. Eads
How, the "millionaire hobo, is the!
leading spirit, will no go to Kansas'
to help harvest the big wheat crop
this year. The matter was definitely
decided at a recent meeting of the
"Brotherhood," when a proposition to
chip 500 of their members as live sock
by freight from New York to Topeka
was submitted to them. They might
be willing to make the trip in Pullman palace cars, some of them said,
bill most of them were more or less
acquainted with the discomforts of box
car accommodations, and preferred
the ease of park benches and Idleness
while the weather continued warm.

BREVITIES
Santa Fe, June 30. United States
Attorney for the Pueblo Indians Fran
cis C. Wilson will return tomorrow
evening on Santa Fe train No. 1 from
a prolonged stay In Washington. D
C, and visit to New York and other
eastern cities.
Lieutenant Frederick O, Test, Instructor inspector of the national
guard, returned to duty today after a
Following the example cf Mr.
month's leave of absence at Omaha.
and other leading theatrical
John R. McFie, Jr., returned yesterday from Ann Arbor, Mich., where managers and producers, the Sohuberts
he graduated from the university law have finally decided to take up the
"movies." In association with a group
school. .
United States Marshal A. H. Huds- of capitalists they have formed the
peth is back from a visit to his for- Schubert' Feature Film corporation,
with a capital of $2,000,000. The new
mer home at White Oaks and to
concern will make photoplays of the
Governor McDonald has returned regular stage productions controlled
from a visit to his ranch at Carrizozo. by the Schuberts. Among some of the
Federal Judge William H. Pope will best known productions to be filmed
not return until Thursday, July 9, and shown are the English melodrama
from the international Sunday school "The Whip"; !"The Midnight Sons,"
convention at Chicago, having decid- "The Lure," "Girls," The Blue Mouse,"
ed to wait at Chicago for a nephew "The Girl Behind the Counter," "A
"The
who has just graduated from Cornell Gentleman from Mississippi,
and will accompany him to Santa Fe. Earl and the Girl, "Way Down East"
Bought and Paid For," and "A Chin
ese Honeymoon."
WEST VIRGINIA TO BE A SAHARA
Charleston, w. Va., June 30. In
A. Piatt Andrew, former assistant
cities and towns throughout West Vir- secretary of the treasury of the Uni
ginia the prohiblion element has ar ted States, is a candidate for the reranged for parades, church services publican nomination for congress in
and other" demonstrations
to take the Sixth district of Massachusetts.
place at midnight tonight In celebration of the coming into operation of
FUNDS DISTRIBUTED
the state prohibition law-- Every city,
Santa Fe, June 30. The distribution
town and village of the state has plan- of state land office fund to which the
ned for a celebration of some sort. In state institutions always look forward
many places the proprietors of liquor with interest each month was made
establishments will voluntarily pour by Land Commissioner R. P. Ervlen
their stock of "wet" goods into the today. The total apportioned was $8,- 7l'0.87 of yhlch 20 per cent of $1,754.36
gutters.
The law which adds West Virginia goes in the office expense fun, while
to the list of "dry" states is probably the rest $7,033.51, was distributed as
the moat drastic that has ever been fellows: Common schools $3,757.11;
pased by any of the commonwealths. University $426.52; Agricultural Col- It prohibits the Importation as well
as the manufacture and sale of all Intoxicating liquors. The only exception
to' be made Is In the case of "pure
grain alcohol for medicinal, pharma"
'
ceutical, scientific and mechanical
purposes and wine for sacramental
purposes by religious bodies." The
,J v
law goes so far as to prohibit all,
newspapers and other periodicals containing liquor advertisements from being brought Into the state.

Camp Inspection.

Hare and Hound Race.
AFTERNOON

,

Games, Races, Gymnastic
and Relay Race from
and ReCiimp to El Po.
turn.
AT EL PSKvENt

EVIJMNG
Open Air Minstrel Show and
General Good Time.
DINNER AT

EITHER PLACE

Car-rizoz- o.

75c

Reservations for Meals, Overnight Accommodations or Coach
Phone Olive B174 EI Porvenlr,
and Purple 5172 Camp Montezuma.

i

.

AT CAMP MONTEZUMA
MORNING

o

SPEND THE FOURTH IN THE
CANYON

"SEE YOUR .OWN SCENERY

FIRST'

.

RESERVATIONS MUST

EQUALIZATION

Santa Fe, June

BOARD
30.

i

TO MEET

JTrssr-u-

Silver City Normal
lege $708-81- ;
$70.05;
$70.05; Normal University
Spanisn-AmeucaNormal,
$58.88;
School of Mines $384.52; Military Institute $96.54; Reform School $19.32;
Miners' Hospital1 $311.36; Insane Asylum $62.88; penitentiary $226.04; charitable institutions $131.12; Bland Asylum $140.42; Deaf and Dumb School
$67.68; Water Reservoirs, $216.77;
Public Buildings $172.94; Railroad
Bonds $115.30.
n
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The state board

of equalization will meet on July

6

at Santa Fe to bear appeals from the
actions of county commissioners in
fixing assessments. The number of
appeals this year is to exceed all previous records. Assistant Attorney
General Harry S. Clancy at the request of several taxpayers today gave
an opinion on the procedure necessary
to take an appeal to the board. The
appeal must include a written notice
five days after the decision by the
county commissioners and a concise
written statement of tbe grounds
urged for a reversal of the county
commissioners' action.
SPEAKER CLARK COMING

Santa Fe, June 30. Champ Clark
Is to address the state educational
association (meeting at Albuquerque
during Thanksgiving week, if plans
of Rev. C. C. Hill, president of the
association, who will accompany the
New Mexico delegation to St Paul, for
the National Educational association
meeting, has his waj; Jane Addams,
who had been slated to be one of the
speakers at Albuquerque writes that
previous engagements prevent her
coming while Dr.. Edward Adlerman
of Virginia, who was to have been the
other drawing card will be In Europe.
An effort will be made to fersnade
several speakers of national fame at
the St Paul convention to come to
Albuquerque In the fall.
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To make your chafing dish parties more
popular, your theatre and house party suppers
more, distinctive, use Electric Chafing Dishea.
They are as superior to alcohol chafing dishe3 a3
Sterling silver is to plated wire.
v

.I

BE

MADE IN ADVANCE.

'

;

ELECTION IN TORONTO
Toronto, Ontario, June 29. One of

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

AHA

QUESTION IN IDAHO

New

e

;

PROHIBITION CHIEF
TOPICS FROM NEW YORK

ARE EASY LEADERS

There will be
NO MORE WINE
Santa Fe, June
London, June 30. The American
on July 4
at
Sumner
Fort
doings
ambassador, Dr. Walter Hine Page, big these
on a
will
live
forever
and
doings
with lack
ON NAVAL VESSELS came near to being charged
film.
picture
moving
American
700
of patriotism by the
Four hundred cowmen and punchers
Salvation Army delegates on their ofwill gather and whoop her up from
misunderFAMOUS ficial visit to him, but the
SECRETARY DANIELS'
early morn until dewy eve and wind
standing was cleared by one of the
GOES
ORDER
PROHIBITORY
up with a barbecue by moonlight.
embassy clerks.
INTO EFFECT TONIGHT
Roping, branding and all the other
Ameri
an
made
The Salvationists
will be caught
of the round-ufeatures
can patriotic display on this occasion
film operator of the New MexWashington, June 30. Afloat and
the
by
as has been rarely seen in London.
commission to form part
a&hore, today sees the last of the wine
American patriotic ico exposition
mess In the United States navy. Sec- Rands nlaved
films illustrating the
a
series
of
of
the American colors alternated
cattle industry in New Mexico.
retary Daniels' famous prohibition or- tunes,
ana
banners
der goes Into effect at midnight to- with the Salvation Army
Few people realize that as to amount
each of the paraders waved a small
night, after which any officer found
Invested,
yield and numbers of people
flag as they marched,
In possession of alcoholic liquor on American
cattle Industry In New
Victoria' street past .the win- employed, the
Iboard ship or at .any naval station, through
near the top and as to
stands
Mexico
stood Dr. Page. The
is guilty of misconduct. There Is on- dow at which
and romance, their
officers then paid a formal call pleluresquenesson
Is
the range, although
still
ly one exception, made in the case of chief
home
But in the matter
the ship's surgeon who may keep a nn bis excellency.
seems approaching when the
the
day
well
as
limited supply of spirits on hand for of bunting, the embassy might
cowboy too must retreat before the
medical use only. But admiral or have been one of the big shops along nester.
captain is as guilty as the seaman If side.
The people of Guadalupe county are
"Where Is the American flag?" askreunion
be keeps a stock of wines or liquors
in a grieved getting up this great cowboy
for his own consumption or the re- ed one of the officers
men as Richsuch
with
on
Fourth
the
tcne of one of the clerks. "Our par
freshment of his guests.
with 'Old ard de Graftenrein, OHie Earlckson,
The naval hostess, too, after tonight ade was simply ablaze
Edwards, Stearns,
H. R. Parsons,
as a Glory, and there isn't a single flag
must give up the punch-hoand others In
commissioners
county
welcome
at the embassy to
magnet for her guests if the scene displayed
lead.
the
of the entertainment be within the us. It doesn't look patriotic."the
From far and wide will come the
flag
The clerk explained that
naval jurisdiction, or at the naval
picnic
for the
or the embassy has purely ceremonial throngs
the
that
is
It
certain
and
academy, the naval station and the
barbecue
and
or ornanavy yards. This feature appealed duties rather Is.than patriotic
film produced will be one to attract
Inon
displayed only
strongly to Secretary Daniels, who be- mentaland
attention at San Diego and wherever
lieved that many young officers could structions from the state department else shown.
trace their downfall to over Indul- at Washington.
This explanation was passed around
gence In punch at these social funcCITROLAX!
and seemed to satisfy the patriotic
tions.
visitors.
CITROLAXI
of
the
scruples
At mldnlgh tonight the naval reguCITROLAX!
On account of the comparatively
lations which have heretofore allowAmerican
diplomats
the name down pat-t- hen
all
First
get
sin
quarters
ed wardroom officers to form a wine
necessarmeans
buy it Jf your druggist Just the
mess or club for the purchase and without large private
Dr.
countries,
In
maintain
foreign
very best thing for constipation, sick
use of wines, will be stricken out, and ily
Salva- headache, sour stomach, lazy liver,
the
Invite
to
unable
was
substituted:
will
words
be
Page
these stern
The
"The use or introduction for drink- tionists to his home, and the embassy sluggish constipated bowels.
A recep
laxative
nicest
itHftif
likewise
cramped.
surest,
is
on
pleasantest,
ing purposes of alcoholic liquors
lacked you ever used. Tastes good like lemboard any naval vessel, or within any tion In the street would have
felt a
onade. Arts promptly without pain
navy yard or station, is strictly pro- dignity, so the delegates
In not (being able to shake or nausea. Gives you the most satiswill
officers
and
hibited,
commanding
ever had.
be directly responsible for the en- hands with him. They bad been rath factory flushing you have
Cross
Red
Drug
over,
and
they
way
their
G.
Schaefer
oa
O.
er
spoiled
forcement of this order."
fraStore. Adv.
Since announcing this change some said, by Colonel Roosevelt, who
time ago Secretary Daniels had en- ternized with them, stood in snap
answered to the fam
CHEAPER FREIGHT ON BRICKS
couraged expressions of opinions of shot sxoups and
and
"Teddy."
"Colonel"
of
Santa Fe, June 30. At the request
his action, but the adverse comment iliar title
who o! Attorney Frank Lavan of Santa
Salvationists,
American
The
to
It
who
officers
be
held
from many
an Infringement of their personal lib- have been visiting London In parties, Fe. the state corporation today secur
courteous treat ed from the A. T. and S. F. a rate
erties, did not go far toward leading speak highly of their
of 15 cents a hundred pounds on brick
the secretary from bis firm stand in ment by the people.
from Galluin to Santa Fe, making me
the matter.
(freight rate about $8 per thousand,
The only possibility of modification
Lavan will use Gallup facing brick in
Is said to be special dispensation
.house be is building
the new
wblcfi may be granted during the exThe Antiseptiepowder shaken Into- in the capital, but the reduction will
Kemchange of International courtesies, or
the shoes The Standard
tor a nuum be of benefit to others and especially
on such an occasion as the gathering
eay. lor trie
n nrtrtleci
Sold
tMtimnninta.
fc..
iij,..S cmwr. ww.www-to the New Mexico Brick and Tile HOTEL COMPANY INCORPORATES
zsc.
of ships of all nations at the opening
oampie rnoo,.
everywhere,
Y.
.
N
Tddrr
Alien S. Olmsted, Le Roy
Santa Fe, June 30. The Silver City
of Gallup.
of the Panama canal.
The Man who put the Eg to FEET. company
Hotel company, 411 Bullard street,
Silver City, filed Incorporation papers
today. The capitalization Is $150,000
divided Into 15,000 shares, of which
SURPLUS
CAPITAL PAID IN
$2,000 are paid up, the incorporators
and directors being:' George F. Gardi
ISO.OOO.M
ner, 100 shares; Robert H. Boulware,
and Robert B. Powell, 50 shares each,
all of Silver City. R. C. Harkley is
V?'-,- '
,i Aie
,.raua.att-fcMTMi;,jWwatSMMMSMMssMssj..
named statutory agent
The Raton Lumber and Manufac
turing company today filed with the
D. T. Hosklns, Cashier.
Preside it
J.
state corporation commission a certi
E. S. Lewis, Ass't Cash,
Frank Springer,
ficate of increase of stocK irom io,- 000 to $100,000.
30.

30, 1914.

Heat Without Fire

'

Simply turning a switch produces heat without smoke, smell, flame or fire danger it seems
like Arabian magic. A turn of a switch regulates the amount of heat from low to medium or
high heat as, desired.
Call and see our different designs. .

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.
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else agreed. At this point the success public spirited women, and their suc
of the measure seemed assured. Then cessors, have grown Into a great en
Tester Jay terprise ihe Las Vegas hospital.
came the disillusionment
Like other Institutions that are at
afternoon the grocers met in solemn
MTABUSHED 187t
debate, and voted to keep their stores least partly supported by popular subscription, the hospital Is compelled to
open all day.
commended
make a constant financial fignt for
be
to
are
The
grocers
publlthM by
for their courage. To stand alone, life; It Is so easy to leave the hurden
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
I
(incorporated)
against a popular movement, against to someone else that only a few (compiecedent even, requires a curtain paratively) give the undertaking eith
amount of "boldness. But their Judge- er tbe help or the moral support that
. . . Editor.
L M, PADGETT. . . .
ment does not seem 'to be Quite so it merits. It has been announced that
one of the larger stores of the city
commendable, ft would prove no
tax on the housekeeper to has agreed to devote a fair percentage
make provision for three days, and If of Its receipts during three days to
all tbe stores kept their back doors the good cause, and this action offers
would the. change for other merchants, to
Entered at tbe poatoffira at East closed pone of the merchants
other
hand, follow a very creditable example. .
the
On
&a Vegas, New . Mexico tor trans- - lose anything.
'.'
o
and
the
stores
wagons
with
the
open,
lMloa throuA the United States
v
one
RATES
should
REDUCED
FOR MEETdelivertag. on Saturday,
abaus aa second class matter.
. In
30.
occur-the
Fe,
June
Santa
The, Santa Fe
jwhich
single runaway
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
;ohe and
team: should be Injured or tbe wagon railroad today announced
Dally, by Carrier
con
"the
merchant
roads
good
for
loss
ed
tbe
rate,
smash
,to
thq
M would be much
ersr Copy
29 to Aug
his
than
at
Fe
July.
gross
Santa
vention
greater
. '
, - --1
6me Week
could possfbly be for the day. ust 1, tickets to be bn sale at all
(( receipts
One Month
And the boy that was indirectly re pclnts between El Paso and Trinidad.
'
V- Ose Tear
sponsible for the affair, because It was While hundreds of delegates will
T-''
,.
Dally, by Mall
the
bulk
will make tho
that
train
come
the
the
match
Ignited
he
lit
by
who,
16.00
(Dna Tear (In advance)
made the trip In automdMles-that
cracker
the
of
fire,
fuse
8.00
01x Months (In advance)
t.oise that scared the horse that was
One Tear (In arrears?
hitched to the wagon that ran into
8.78
NOTED WOMAN TO VISIT CAPITAL
Wx Months (In arrears)
the curb, would be called naughty
Santa P, June 30. Miss Alice C.
STOCK
WEEKLY OPTIC AND
things," and perhaps get a spanking, Fletcher of
Washington, D. C, dean
GROWER
besides; which would do the busted of women ethnologists and archaeolo- 12.00
.
One Terr
conveyance no good, nor 'the boy
- 1.00
giss, and who has been a president of
BU Months either, and in the end the boy'B mam the American Folk Lore society, the
ma might take her account off the
(Cash In Advance for Mali
Anthropological society of Washing,
Subscriptions.)
books of the store for which tho team
and a widely known author of sci'
ton,
or
11
money delivered.
Remit by check, draft
books and papers, will be the
entific
jtrder. II sent otherwise we will not
So, the stores will most all be open
of
Jits Flora fonrad during the
guest
Ve responsible for loss.
Saturday, and the clerks and proprie- summer Sessions of the New Mexico
Specimen eoplee free on application. tors will Bit on the domes of , their
Institue of Science and Education.
ALL. PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT trousers waiting for trade, and about
Bruce Draper of Boise, .Idaho, today
C o'clock a little bird will come floatiEXPIRATION OF TIME
was made a member of the New Mex
PAID FOR
ng- In at the front doors, and, lightico Archaeological society.
of the men in
Advertisers are guaranteed tne ing on the shoulders
entitled
a sweet ballad
targest daily and weekly circulation charge, sing
Why Suffer; rom Rheumatism?
men in
mt any newBpaper in northern New "I told you' so," and the,
relief from rheumatic pains
When
charge will close the doors, and go
Mexico.
at so small a cost It Is
had
be
may
look
to
street
trying
away down the
that
anyone should fail to
unconcerned at having lost an oppor- surprising
It. Joseph Cappar-'elll- ,
fof
hlmsel
avail
TELEPHONES
tunity of doiii a really splendid thing,
Y. suffered IntenseN.
Main 2
Business Office
Canastota,
o
to rheumatism In
due
.Main 2
with
News Department
pains
ly
A GOOD CAtTSE
Way back In 1881 a mere handful
Automobile stage line to Mora triTUESDAY, JUNE 30, 1914.
of women gathered at the home of weekly, Tuesday, Thursday and SatMrs. A. C. Sloan to effect the permanurday, leaving Las Vegas postofflce
A WIDE OPEN VEGAS
ent organization
what was to be ,wa. m arriving Mora 9:45 a. m.
The Question of celebrating a clos- known as the Women's Relief society, Leave Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas
ed Fourth in Vegas has seemed al- whose aim should be to help the poor S:45 p. m. Fare for round trip, $5;
most possible. Many of the business and needy of the community in ways one
way, 3. Round trip tickets good
men expressed themselves willing to that were calculated to stimulate thrift for one week. H. B. Hubbard,
Prop.
un shop and give their clerks a and not Idleness. Gradually, through 419 Railroad avenue, Phone Main 307.
.i Icliday; many others said they hard years' and against opposition, the
Adv.
and
Jo the same thing If everyone labors of those
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9. Of course every boy knows that
bad language will not te tolerated for
one minute. Severe punishment will

MONTEZUMA

TWO

WEEKS'

VACATION PROMISES TO BE REAL TIME
OF THEIR LIVES

,4.

'

'

'

No boy shall leave came without

getting permission ; from the chief
(Mr., LeNoir). They must be back at
a time set by the chiaf.
5, Boys taking hikes over a mile,
after receiving permission, should
leave behind them some trail identification In case of accident.
6. All boys over five minutes late
in gating up In the morning will be
responsible for the demerit against
their tent.
7. And there must be no back-bitintattle taling or knocking in this
camp. The very first time a boy becomes dissatisfied in any way he must
immediately come to the chief and
tell him first Do "not tell the other

first

fellow

Home sickness will be permitted
only in very small spells.

'

Sfjt

'

TAUPERT'S

'

,

d,

8.

-

'.

to

Mexico Stone

Found in Mora County

Ap-pe-

tent

A New

,

Bright and early this morning 25
boys left the Y. M. C. A. for Gamp
Montezuma, where they, will make
life worth living for all within many
miles tor the next two weeks, p. H.
LeNoir," secretary of the association,
Is in personal charge of the expedition. The hoys in the party are:
.'
Caldwell Archibald, Palo Rosenthal,
Elberto Greenberger, Merle Williams',
Dick Raynolds, Bob Raynolds, Richl,
ard Raynolds, Ed Raynolds, Alvin
Hermann Spiess, Cecil Read, Homer Anderson, George Beall, Lawrence Coors, Dick Kelley, Osborne
Haydon, Mike Sena, Carl Ilfeld, Rob
ert Powers, Fred Moore, Jimmle
Sands. Georee Sackman, Alva Fish- burn, A. Bryson, B. Bryson.
A set of rules has been formulated
for the hoys and they have all agreed
to abide by them to the last ditch.
The rules follow:
1. Cleanliness is the first law of
the camp.
2.
Obedience comes next.
3.
Boys must he prompt at meals
or receive a demerl' against tnelr
'

be meted out to the boy found guilty
of breaking this rule.
All misunderstandings, griev10.
ances, etc, should be reported during
the day to the chief so that he in turn
may report to the camp trial held
every night around the camp fire.
11. Fires will not be permitted under any circumstances.
13. As near as possible Sunday will
be observed as a day of rest
13.
Boys must not use the telephone without permission from the
chief. A schedule will be arranged
We are showing these stones in the
so that every boy shall have the opportunity of using the telephone every
ctystals as they are found, as well as
other day.
cut ready for mounting.
14. There shall be a camp leader
in each tent, this leader being responsible to the chleL
They range in hardness between the
A schedule, slightly military in Its
Topaz and Sapphire. ;
tendency, is also in effect for the
time
get
they
youngsters, and by the
Not an imitation of the Diamond, but
through doing all the things it pre
scribes it is a pretty fair guess that
a bright white stone.
they will be ready for the "to bed"
.' V
order,
6:00 a. m. Everybody up.
Call and See Them at
6:15 a. m. Short caleethenjcs.
m.
Breakfasts
a.
7:00
.7:30 a. m. Cleaning up tents.
8:30 a. m. Inspection by chief and
tent marked on the following basis:
25 per cent general appearance, 25
per cent for making bed, 25 per cent
for condition of floor, 25 per cent for
outside of tent Suitable prizes will
be given for the best tent at the end
of the week.
Trsn mma?,
New Mexico's
department of educa- ing. couples in bisque, which retail at
Police duty.
9 to 9 ;30
de- $15, and which are about a foot high.
10 to 10: 30 Swim and other stunts tion ia the only state educational
state
The
seal.
a
without
breakpartment
They ere imported, of course, and are
at
as announced each morning
call- carried out
session
its
at
education
board
of
elaborately as to detail.
fast
ed for August 12 at Santa Fe will
1:00 Dinner.
"m adopt a design, which it deems most
An organization called the Church,
1;30 to 2:00 Rest.
and School Social Service corporation
2:30 to 6:30 Swim, stunts" as an- meritorlus.
has been formed here for presenting
nounced at dinner.
The present dance craze Is doing moving pictures of a religious or edu6:00 Supper.
for camp wonders for dealers In favors and cational naure for the use of churches,
7:00 General rustling
other novelties. So large and varied schools, social settlements, and other
fire wood.
10
is the demand that one, prominent similar institutions. An advisory board
00
the
evening
8:
Camp fire for
ashas been appointed, its members intrial conducted by the boys of the house in this city is carrying an
retail,
in
sortment
that
ranges
price,
cluding primonent churchmen and educamp.
'
from 5 cents to $15. Among them are cators of New York and elsewhere.
9:00 To bed.
little dancing couples on pasteboard The plan is to take pictures in the Holy
that are to be filled, with candy, Land and the mission fields, together
boxes
SEAL
FOR
DESIGN
WANT
Fe, June 30 The depart-raen- t as well as similar figures of celluloid, with educational and sociological sub, Santa
of education wants a design for which may he perched on the edge of jects here and abroad, and supply them
a seal. This seal Is to be used on all a glass and which serve as holders for to the Institutions Intended to be
certificatee and other official docu- place cards at tango teas and similar served at a cost lower than the regIn the more expen- ular prices of the commercial
ments and it must therefore be degni-fle- entertainments.
life-lik- e
figures of danc
artistic, appropriate and original. sive favors are

em

CAMP

'

Gib
Sale
5 Hospital
ainty

11

WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY AMD FRIDAY, JULY 1,

2

pD

3

A:

'

.

the second time Las Vegas' Greatest Store has invited this benevolent organization to share in the
FOR
of three days' business. They have accepted the invitation and will participate in the profits of
the business ! TEN PER CENT of the entire cash sales for the three days will be given to this most deserving institution. The management of the "Store of Quality" has used every effort to see,that the offerings of each
will be made from day
day are very attractive. Special offerings in large numbers at extremely low prices
to day and several large events will occur.

!
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of funds. We count it a great privilege that this three
This creat institution established in 1884, and nobly and faithfully ministering to the sick and afflicted, is sadly in need You
who have homes and every comfort for your own
davs sale initiates the movement to provide funds for the improvement of the building as well as to care for the needy.
afc
dear ones, do what you can 10 neip inis musi wormy vtuc. uns
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PERSONALS
M. Oiler of Warous was

a business

-

l

-- ..

New. York

,

guest'

I...

Teturned Sunday evening from
Springs, Colo., where they have
been vlsiing Romaine Fielding for two
&
V.
weeks.
Miss Jeanette Spless, who has been
spending the past week at the Y. M.
C. A. camp, returned home Saturday.
James Clary left this morning for
the southeastern part of the county
on a cattle "purchasing trip. lie ex?
pects to foe absent two or three days.
Hon. Frank Sprmger, who for the
past three months has been in Washington, D. C, expects to return to
Las Vegas about the tenth of July.
Mrs. Springer and her two daughters
recently left Washington for Califor-nia- ,
making the western trip over the
Canadian PacifJo .railway.
J. R. Moore, a clerk in the law department of the Santa Fe Railway
company here, left last night for
Pueblo, oClo., on a short business vis-t-i
place- -

Mrs. Forest Crane and son, Charlie
Onion, left this afternoon for Raton
where she will join Mr. Crane.
J. D. M. Hamilton, attorney fwr the
!sim department of the Santa Fe
Railway company, passed through Las
Vegas this afternoon on his way from
California to Topeka. He traveled in
private car.
Mrs. R. B. Ellifritz, mother of Louis
C Taylor of this city, left this after
noon for Butte, Mont, afer having
visited her son here for the past week.
"W. B. Charles, Sr., accompanied by
lis son William B. Charles, Jr., left
last night for Amsterdam, N. Y., from
where they will sail for Europe. The
senior Mr. Charles has been in Las
Vegas for the past week, while his son
makes this city his home. He also Is
the- owner of a ranch at Watrous.
-

NOTICE

We will continue our Green Tag
saale the rest of the week, discounts
E. Rosen
will continue the same.
v.ald and Son. Adv.
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BASEBALL

0

4444444444
League

Amerlc'acn

Chicago at Detroit
St. Louis' at Cleveland.
New York at Washington.
Boston at Philadelphia.- 1

National League
Cincinnati at Chicago. '
Pittsburgh at St Louis.
Philadelphia at Boston.
Brooklyn at New York.
Federal League
No games scheduled.

.

,

Western League
IJncoln at Wichita.
Denver, at Topeka,
St. Joseph at Sioux City.
Omaha at Des Moines.

VISIT WITH ROMAINE FIELDING
AT SPRINGS; MAKES PLEASANT VACATION
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National League

At Chicago

R. H. E.
7 9 5
Cincinnati .
See Our Mutual Girl at the Mutual Chicago - .
..10 9 2
Theater Tuesday' and Wednesday Batteries: YIngling, Rowan and
nights. Adv.
Gonzales; Vaughn, Lavender, Cheney
'
and Bresnahan.
All members of Company H are
R. H. E,
At St Louis
urged to be present at the armory this
4 10 0
evening for the regular drill of the Pittsburgh
1 6 1
company. Captain Luis Armljo stat St Louis
d this afternoon that as camp time
Batteries:
Cooper and Coleman;
is nearing it is necessary to have the Perritt, Grlner and Snyder.
men in the best possible condition and
all should be present this evening.
At New York
R.H.E.
'
8 16 2
Brooklyn
f.
General arrangements for the big New York
7 14 3
Batteries:
charity ball to be given tomorrow
Rucker, Reulbach and
sight at the armory are progressing McCarthy; Demaree, Fromme, Wiltse
nicely and an additional number of and Meyers. McLean.
tickets for thedance have been sold.
R, H. E.
Second Game
The Women's club wishes everyone Brooklyn
14 2
to consider thblg benefit that will New York
5
-- 8 11
come rom the 'money expended te
Batteries:
Allen, Altchlson and
attend! this dance, and with this con- Fischer; Tesreau, Mathewson and
sideration they say that everyone In Meyers.
the city who Is able should he at the
hifiv
armory tomorrow evening. The dance
; ,i , American League
will begin promptly at 9 o'clock.
R. H. E.
At Philadelphia-- 7 12 2
Boston
m
?rJT"e1
c)ur MutaaP $lrt pictures will be Philadelphia .1..-- 1
5 1
shown Tuesday ,and Wednesday nights
Batterlest ,.Leonar(ljy!L Carrlgan;
beginning this week. Mutual Theater. Bush, Brown and Schang,,.
Aidv.
Secfand GameW ljijC
&.lI.B..
. . 2 5 2
Boston NOTICE
7 10 0
Philadelphia.
We will continue our Green Tag
Batteries:
Johnson and Cady;
nle the rest of the week, discounts Plank and Lapp. "
j
will continue the same. E. Rosen-wal- d
and Son. Adv.
R. H.E.
At Detroit
"
3 11 2
Chicago
2 5 3
BROKEN GANG PLANK
.
Detroit Boston, June 30. Henry Cosgrove,
Batteries: Bens, Faber and Schalk;
an aged Roxhury man, was killed and Hall, Main and McKee.
four other nersons were hurt, one se
R. H. E.
riously, when1 a gang plank leading!? At Washington
irom a pier in Charlestown to the NewTork
0 4 0
'
"White Star Uner, Olympic, broke and
7 0
-- 1
Washington
fell on the people below it, today.
Batteries: Warhop and Nunamaker;
Boehling and Henry.
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Since Its organization this Bank has consistently and constantly devoted It efforts to th

a safe and conservative banking Institution.
i
Its constant and steady growth Is conclusive evidence that its efforts ara appreciated by this banking
public. Hundreds of satisfied customers axe now on our books, but there is ample space for more W endeavor to give our patrons the best of banking service In all lines. Aak the man, woman, firm or corpora
tion that favors THE PEOPLES BANK AND TRUST COMPANY,
,

.
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Up to yesterday afternoon the business men of the city seemed to favor
0 strongly the closing of the stores next
St Joseph
Batteries: Doyle and Crisp; Glaze Saturday in observance of the Fourth
of July. A canvass taken showed that
.424 and Schang.
all would close If the other fellow
R. H. E. would. The other fellow said he would
At Topeka
'
4 12
1 and so things looked encouraging for
Pet Topeka 6 6 2 the clerks until late yesterday after.609 Denver
.551
Batteries: Relsigy and McAllister; noon.
Three grocers, J. H. Stearns, Lester
.537 Gaskell and Block.
Sands and John H. York met yester.531
R. H. E. day afternoon at the Commercial club
:515
At Des Moines
8 2 for discussion concerning the .matter.
.515 Des Moines
6 10 0 T. W. Hay ward,, though not present
.367 ! Omaha
s
.365
Batteries: Turner and Haley; Tip- had previously agreed to follow the
rfst. They decided to keep open
ple and Crosby.
stores Saturday, both day and even:
i
AMENDMENT APPROVED
ing,
Pet
j ;
As a solution of the problem of giv
.593
Washington, June 30. The New- .593 lands amendment to the harbor bill ing the clerks a day off, the grocers
.563 for a commission to take charge of A decided to hold a big picnic, It Is said,
.542 comparative system of inland water on some day when it will not conflict
On this day the gro.470 way improvement, already approved with business.
'.439 by President Wilson and the cabinet cers will "necessarily
expect other
s i .424 has been approved by the senate com- business houses to close their doors
Mr. Newlands to- and Join them In the picnic. A mem,S 394 mence commltee.
bis
intention to press ber of a large firm In the city this
announced
day
i
'
It for inclusion in the bill now being morning stated that In his opinion
the action ot the grocers at their
Pet debated in the senate.
.603
meeting yesterday afternoon is anyCOBURN RETIRES TODAY
.567
thing but public spirited. This busiF. D. Oc ness man stated that although he was
.559
Topeka, Kas.j June 30.
.531 burn, for 20 years secretary of the not a grocer, he was absolutely certain
.629 state board of agriculture of Kansas, that the bakers for the different firms
.418 and widely known
throughout the could turn out enough bread for two
.389 country as a crop authority, retired days, in fact he stated that the bakers
themselves had made the statement
.362 from public service today.
The two big wholesale houses, the
Charles Ilfeld company and Gross,
pLD FEUD REVIVED
4 Paris, Ark., June 30. "The Huckle- Kelly and Company, today announced
4 berry mountain feud," which has ex that they will remain closed all 'day
4 4 isted in this section of Arkansas for while E. Rosenwald and Son, Bachar-at- h
many years, was revived last night
Brothers, Stern and Nahm, Agpel
when Frank Jose, a, mountaineer, shot Brothers, the Cellers Dry Goods comand killed Hobart Horn and probably pany and the Five and Ten Cent store,
fatally wounded Chatham Sherill, have announced that they are glad and
when, it is said, Horn and Sherill at- and willing to close all day the
tacked the Rose home. The officers Fourth. All other business houses are
have arrested alt known factional expected to make an announcement
leaders In the feud to prevent further that they are to remain closed, and
the movement Is strictly
trouble.
The clohing stores will probably be
among those who are to close, and
LUDWIG ILFELD KE1 URNS Individual business houses of all
kinds will undoubtedly Join the move
ment. A list of the progressive busiFROM COLORADO ness houses thatare to close will be
published tomorrow in The Opttic.
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Boston

Indianapolis
Mr. and Mrs. Ludwig Ilfeld and son Euffalo

at that

and Jack- -

Western League
TO CLOSEJDN FOURTH
R.H.B.
At Wichita
12 1
Lincoln
2
6 2 MANY BUSINESS HOUSES IN CITY
Pet Wichita
AGREE TO GIVE EVERBODY
.610
Batteries: Clause and Rohr; Scott
HOLIDAY
.623 end Graham.

National League
W.
L.
(t .

Chicago ... ........ M
33
Cincinnati
Pittsburgh ..........30
St.- -' Louis vSf. i'.i..... 33
Philadelphia .,,.,....27
Frooklyn ,:.

'

Miller
nd Charles P. Trumbull retturned
last night from Amarillo, Tex., where
Dr. Losey purchased a Case automobile.. The return trip was made in
the new machine.
' John Lllllch of Columbia City, Ind.,
arrived in Las Vegas yesterday evening and will spend some time here.
He is a nephew to Robert J. Taupert
of this cltyand will be Mr. Taupert's
A.

11.

Yount

FIYI

STANDING OF THE CLUBS

visitor in the city today.
E. C. Loot of Albuquerque came In
last night for a several days business
!sit in this city.
Mr. and Mrs." A. S. Blam of Denver,
Colo., came in yesterday evening for
n extended visit in this city.
W. E. Mauger of Albuquerque came
in last night for a short stay in this
Dr. C. S. LoBey, Dr.

Wilhelm, Conley,
litsch.

30, 1914.

Ludwig W. Ilfeld and wife returned
this week from Colorado Springs,
where they have been the gueste of
Romaine Fielding for a week. Mr,
Ilfeld stated that Mr. Fielding has
augmented his movie work in Colorado Springs to ' three companies and
that each company is now working
full time.
In addition to the fine estate, Glen
Eyrie, which Fielding has rented, he
conducts a studio In Colorado Springs.
Mr. Ilfeld stated this morning that Mr.
Fielding may send a company here
next fall tof take several pictures,
though it wWd be impossible for him
to move his entire plant here now.
It is rumored that Fielding would
have seriously considered the leasing
of the Montezuma hotel at the Hot
Springs had the matter been taken
up
hjiin.b. When he left Galveston
Mr. Yielding Vsnred'-to'get In the
mountains, and even though he Is
pleased with Colorado he admits that
Newi Mexico acenery, especially la.
the immediate vicinity: of this city,
cannot be duplicated.
Mn, Ilfeld said this morning that
Arthur Minium, a La Vegas boy who
joined Fielding here, is gaining In
favor with Fielding and is now carrying roles In plays that arec onsidered
amon gthe best Charles Minium has
left for Colorado Sprigs 'sAd may
join Mr. Fielding's company.
Edwin Ardon.j, tie Weiricnwiij. theatrical Btar who played? in New York
during the past season, la" In Colbt- -'
idfo Springs with Fielding and .will
play the leading role In a picture entitled "The Eagle's Nest" a five reel
drama written by himself. Mr. Field
ing also will have as guests within
two or three months Jack London and
Rex Beach, who will each write a play
to be produced by Mr. Fielding.
'

NOTICE

TO WHOM IT MAY
CERN

CON-'- .

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, June 30. For no appar

ent reasons other than those of a
technical character, todays market re
versed is recent course and recovered
considerable lost ground. The closing
was strong. The last sales were:
Amalgamated Copper .......... 69
106
American
Sugar Refg.
98
Atchison .
Northern Pacific '.
.110
164
Reading
96
Southern Pacific
UiJon Pacific
155;
.."B
United States Steel V..
United! States Steel, pfd....
109

......

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, June 30. Lower cables

to-

day had a depressing effect on wheat
After starting
to 1 cent
last night's quotations. It steadied
slightly above the opening range. The
cent off to
clfse was steady at
cent up compared with last night.
Corn sagged with whea, and because
of rains In some sections where needed. .The opening which varied from
to
cent down was followed
by a slight further decline. The close
was steady
from
cent net lower to a shade above last
night.
Oats reflected the weakness of other
.
grain.
Commission house selling eased off
provisions.. iThe closing!' quotations
were as follows '

fcn-d- er

but-range-

;

-

Wheat July 77 r Sept 77;
Corn, July 68; Sept 65.
6ept. 35.V-PatSftJuly 36
Pork, July $21.25; Sept. $20.17.
.

J

1

5

Lard,' July $10.07;

,?Rib;JuIy

$11.65;

V,

'

Sejt. $10.25.

Sept

$11,.

62.'
I

I
I
I

-

.
,
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TODAY IN CONGRESS

1 Real Opportunity
BEAUTIFUL La France Blue Underflow 42 ;Piece pinner Set given
forcou p6ns. One coupon will be found in each carton of Crystal But-Thter.
complete set will be delivered to you for 25 coupons and $3.75
in cash. These dishes are guaranteed by one of the oldest and largest
pottery concerns in America and by ourselves as well.
e

Crystal Creamery Co.
In.

JOAN OF ARC IN MOVIES

Tonight at the Browne theater will
be shown the famous picture, "Joan
of Arc," a big feature In five reels.
The picture will be shown tonight on
ly and promises to be an excellent
.work, t The picture was produced by
tec World Special Films corporation.
The story of Joan of Arc is known
by all and for this reason it Is expected that the attendance at the
Browne this evening will be large.
The synopsis of the play is as follows:
War had devastated France for more
than a century. The very race was
on the verge of losing its national
existence; At that moment, a litt-peasant girl appeared. She picked up
the great sword of conquered France,
and making her tender breast a bulwark against so many miseries, she
drew from the energy of her faltn the
s
f rce to wrest her land from the
English.
"1 come on behalf of our Lord, God,'
she said, "to save the kingdom of
France," and she added: "It is for
this that I was born." The holy maid
was indeed born for this; for this also, basely betrayed to her enemies,
'
she died amidst the horrors of th.6
nost cruel torture, abandoned by the
king whom she had crowned, and by
the people whom she had saved.
vie-triou-

BAtL GAME NEXT SUNDAY
The baseball game to be played
next Sunday afternoon at Amusement
park between the St Louis Ladies'
baseball club and the local Maroon
team will be one of the biggest main
factors toward providing j entertainment during this Fourth of July week.
The game will be fast and Interer
In addition to being a novelty worth
' !
'
L
seeing.
The JocaJcquad is working hard in
preparation for this game! as infor-jnathm" has been received that the
ladies club la a fast aggregation and
the Maroona "Wonld Tather take the
bottom seat in a regular league than;
lose to a bunch of women
The ladles' team will arrive In Las
Vegas Saturday night.

;'

Disorders Abating

at

Washington, June

30.

Senate: Met

noon.

Many private pension bills were
considered. '
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
House: Met at noon.
may concern that Daniel T Hosklns, . Debate was resumed on the District
the undersigned, was appointed on the of Colombia appropriation bill.
18th day of June, A. D. 1914 Admin
istrator of the estate of Edward T. The commerce committee approved
Plowman deceased,' and a'.', persons the Newlands amendment to the river
having claims against the estate of and harbor bill for a national comTOO LATE TO. CLASSIFY
said Edward T. Plowman, deceased, mission to frame a system of Inland
Federal League
R. H. E. will present the same within the time water
At Baltimore
ways Improvement.
"
WANTED Furnished house, four or Brooklyn 12 12 1 prescribed by law.
Hearings on the railroad securities
five rooms, modern or partly sot W. Baltimore
- 2 6 2
DANIEL T. HOSKINJ.
bill were continued before the later-statU. Telegraph Co,
Batteries: Fi lineman and Land;
Administrator.
commerce commission.
?

e

Reports from other districts of Bosnia today say that disorders have virThe perpetrators of
tually ceased.
Sunday's outrages are to be tried before the civil courts and not under
i
martial law
threw
the
who
Gabrlnovlcs.
Nedeljo
bomb at the archduke and his con-- ,
sort on Sunday, will then be liable
only to Imprisonment for a period of
from five to ten years on a charge of
Gavrio
murder, while
attempted
Prlnzip,' who fired the fatal shots,
may, It Is eaid, escape with the ten
years' imprisonment on account of
hia youth.

MILITARY HONORS FOR
VENEZUELA

ATTENDED

BY PRESI-

DENT AND CABINET

s

1
.

.

-SG-

HUilAN-llEll

MINISTER

FUNERAL SERVICES IN WASHING
TON

FINAL DECREE FOR

STATUTORY, CHANGES AGAINST,
SUSTAIN EtJ BY COURT,
WHICH EXONERATES DIVA .

decree of diChicago, June 30.-- p.
Washington June 20. Funeral serv
Ices for Dr. Pedro Ezequlel Rojas, Vene vorce in favor of Mrt. Ernestine Rapp
Schumann-Hei- i
k) wife of Wil
zuelan minlstter, who died a Atlantic (Mme.
liam Rapp of New Ycjrk, was entered
CHy were held today. President r Wilby Judge Denis E. Su$lvan in tthe suson, members of the cabinet, justices
"k ;
perior cour today, j j
of the supreme court, and practically
The decree provide that Mrs. Rapp
the entire diplomatic corps attended.
may resume her maiden name, Ernes
The cabinet meeting was cancelled. tine Schumann-Heinand that the
Escorted by a battalion of engineers, defendant 'shall
the costs of the
pay;
a squadron of cavalry and thcr marine suit. It also finds tilt the statutory
band, the body was taken from.. the
charges made againsi the complainlegation to the church on' a caisson. ant, Mrs. Rapp, In 'the defendant's
As the casket, carried by eight non
amended answer, wer not supported
commissioned officers, and .followed
by the evidence Inttroduced, but the
by the honorary pallbearers, was taken decree Is
granted on Statutory charges
lctc the church, the assembled troops which It Is held she (proved
against
1
.
came to present armS4 i 'Jj
ter nusoana,
j j
, '.
Secre
to
the
addition
In
president.
An appeal is allowed by the decree
tary Bryan, Secretary McAdoo, Secre- on the defendant's filing a cost bond
tary Redfield, Secretary Daniels, and and a bill ot exceptions wtlhin 60
members of the senate foreign rela--1
.,
days,
,
v
tlcns committee and the house foreign
affairs committee, attended 'the high
mass, after which the remains were
ANGLE
taken to the Washington'navy
yard ANOTHER
with" the escort of troops, placed on
the 'cunboat DolDhln. and taken to
IN ANGLE
Hampton Roads,' to be transferred j
there to the battleship Kansas, which j
t SsH
will bear them to Venezuela.
j
kj

!

..

CE

.';'

MERGER

TELEGRAPH-TELEPHON-

that!
Washington, June
the Chicago Telephone' company and
the Illinois Telegraph, and Telephone
company were about to consolidate,
affecting service through, Illinois,
Michigan and Wisconsin, are interest
ing the .department of Justice. , Under
for a
the governments agreement
peaceful disintegrate 'pt: lie localled
telephone trust any Bell company Is
prohibited from taking oyer another
concern without submitting the conso
lidation to the department. No official
reports of any impending consolidation have been received.
SO.-Re-

POLICE SEARCHING FOR MYSTER- IOUS MAN IN CONNECTION
i
WITH BALLOli JMURDER
i

I

Stamford, Cpnn Juhe 30 The po.
lice today announced, ihey are n
ing for an unidentified man as t: v
slayer of Waldo R, Jjallou, the a.
political leader whose death oc :
red last week In thief apartments .
Mrs. Helen M. Anglej Mrs. Angle i
at present at liberty; jn bonds awaiting the action of the boroner.
The police are working on the theory that a second man was in Mrs.
Angel's apartments filter Ballou It. ft,
and that the latter returned unexpectand found hlmfthere, and that
edly
LESS BOOZE; MORE SMOKE
a quarrel ensued durlfeg which Fallon,
Denver, Colo., June 30. Colorado received the blow viiilch caused I,!3
51
and Wyoming people are smoking death.
more tobacco and . drinking lees beer
i
and whiskej than they weer a year
HARVEY'S li OPEN
ago, and government officials who sized up the siiiation. cannot explain IL
84th season Of thii famous r
solis
that the
Their only hypothesis
tala, resort Carriara out every
diers in the strike tone prohibiting
morning, returning f...
the Importalon of spirituous liquors Friday; charge, including i
may have some bearing on the case. both wavs $10. Special ra.'.-- f
I
A ilr
A ereat falling off had been marked er time.
B
but
district
othw
'
Box
from the Trinidad
,1
or fi!' i '
cities of the sai are normal
si-a-

t

,

-
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At Bremen, Ga., W. M. Golden, ot
the Equitable Lira Assurance Society,
says he found Foley Kidney Pills to
be the best remedy for kidney and
bladder troubles, also tor rheumatism.
He says, "Any person having kidney
trouble, backache, or rheumatism
should be very glad to find such a
wonderful remedy.'
U. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
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LOBBY

tHB

RESTAURANT

AND

CAFF

HORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
BEST GOODS' OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HAND LEU

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

FLORIDA

BISHOP

CONSECRATED

St. Augustine, Fla., June 30. Rev.
J. Curley of this city was conse
crated bishop of the Catholic diocese
of St, Augustine In the historic ca
thedral here today with all of the
ceremonies prescribed . for the occas RATES rOR CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT
ion by the ritual of the church. Pre
lates and priests from many parts of
Five ctnti par Una each Insertion.
the south were present
Eatlmata six ordinary words to a Una.
COMFORTING TO STOUT PEOPLE No ad to occupy lass apaca than two
All advertlaementa
charged
Foley Cathartic Tablets are a spec llnaa
will
booked at apaca actually sat
ba
that
little
keeps
good
regulator
ially
your system In perfect working order. without regard to number af words.
No biliousness, no constipation, no dis- Caah In advlnca preferred.
tress after eating, no greasy taste. A
stout person who uses them constant
ly will really feel thinning out and
more comiortable as a result of their
use. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.

COLUMN

M.
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PUBLIC HEALTH CONFERENCE
Boulder, Colo., June 30. A public

LODGE NO. 2. A. F. at FRATERNAL
M
BROTHERHOOD
102 Meets every Monday niflt W
A. M. Regular communication first and O. R. C. ball, on Douglas avenie
third Thursday in A o'clock, visiting membere are s4
ee-rmonth. Visiting diaUy welcome.
J C. Warts, Pre
b,"0 tiers cordially in dent; J. T. Buh'r. Secretary; fL
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van
Treasurer.
b.

Petten, Secretary.

'

'

-

LAS VEGA

COMMANDERY, NO.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Re

l'Odar laconclave
each mentk

t

Taea--4
Ma--

at

4y

Meets first and third
day evenings each month at WeoA
men bail. Visiting brothers cordis,
ly Invited to attend. C. N. Dougls
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secret!

. O. E.

aonio Temple At 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
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health conference was opened at the
OPTIC'S NUMIER, MAIN 1
University of Colorado today and will
be continued until next Thursday. The
a
I....
conference Is held In connection with
the
and
school
summer
the university
Colorado sociological conference. Dr. FOR SALE Piano. Call Main 334.
Livingston Farrand, president of the
cemetery Trustee.
university, delivered the opening ad FOR SALE A $1,800 automobile for
dress.
$550. See Ben Coles, East Las Vegas, o. p. o. ELKS Meets second nnfl
fourth Tuesday evening of each
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store. FOR SALE Small ranch near Hot month Elks" home on Ninth street
Bladder Irritations, kidney troubles,
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
Springs. For Information see Frank
dull
are cordially Invited. Wm. H. Spring
headaches, weariness, pain m
west
Thea
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LeDuc,
of Vegas
back and sides, all show the kidneys
er, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon, ) This
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need to be
up, strengthened.
Secretary.
Silver
Kidney Pills will do It surely and
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dom from pain, a return of appetite
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and sound sleep. Try them. O. G.
O. R.
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time.
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keep, any length
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Visiting Knighta and
X., care Optic.
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Ladles always welcome. O. L. FreeIRON AND TIN PLANTS CLOSE
man, President; Miss Cora Montague,
Pittsburgh, Pa.. June 30. Sixteen
Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
It 'i giving you
sheet iron and tin plate plants employ
Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
a present (oi doing more than 4,000 men are expected
Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011
RENT
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FOR
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Indefinite
to shut down for an
period
Sixth street East Las Vegas, N. M.
ing something
tomorrow as a result of the failure of nished cottage on bill. Inquire at
'd do Any
520
Sixth
street
you
the Amalgamated Iron, Steel and Tin
L. O. O. MOOSE Meets
And
second
Plate orkers Association and the own
way when you
fourth
Thursday
each
ers of the plants to agree on wage FOR RENT Two room furnished month at W. O. W. evening
learn how Much
hall. Visiting
house. 921 Lincoln avenue.
rates. The workers have demanded
brothers cordially Invited. Howard
Better EMPRESS
an increase In wages, which the em
ROOM FOR RENT Mrs. Van Petten, Davis, Dictator; p. A. Linn Secretary.
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to
FLOUR really s.
impossible
ployers declare it
J. E. ROSENVVALD LODGE NO.
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of
state
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view
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in
present
grant
Made by GERI. O. of B. B. Meets
every tret Tuesdepression existing in their business
MAN
PROCESS
this
day of the month In
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uf Temple Montefiore at I o'clock
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and
Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera
ONE COUPON FROM
m. Visiting brothers are
cordially In
Diarrhoea Remedy
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
vlted.
Isaac
Appel, President; Charles
This remedy alwaya wins the good LOST One brown mare 21 months
FIVE
STAMPS
Greenclay,
Secretary.
BRINGS YOU THE
star
In
white
opinion, if not the praise, of all who
on
old;
face,
spot
use it. Mrs. F. A. Hood, Burrows,
SPOON
IT S
nose, also white spot on left hind
GENUINE WM.
Ind., writes, "I have found Chamberfoot ecar on inside of right fore MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
ROGERS &
lains' Colic, Cholera and IDarrhoea
leg; no brands. Reward if returned Love
at Woodmen of the World hall
SONS' A A
cure
for
a
cramps
to the Harris dairy.
positive
Remedy
on the second And fourth Mondays oi
STANDARD
For sale by
and Burner complaint"
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart,
.
all dealers. Adv.
SILVER
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
Sonsul; Q. Laemmle, Clerk; E. W
PLAT- EBEAUTIFUL
Local Deputy. VlBltlni
Dentist
Montague,
BISHOP'S GOLDEN JUBILEE
members Are especially welcome wa
Dental work of any description al
FRENCH.
Albany, N. Y., June 30 If the cath
1REY (STERmoderate prices
edral of the Immaculate Conception
cordially Invited.
LING) FINISH
In this city was as large as St. Peter's Room 1, Center Block.
Office Phone
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 411 KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN- in Rome It could not have accomodat
ed the Catholics who gathered from
EMPRESS
cil NO. 804. Meet second And
all parts of the diocese today to attend
ourth Thursday In O. R. C. hall,
can be oK
HUNKER at HUNKER
the services in celebration of Bishop
rioneer building. Visiting members
A.
this
Hunaer.
Chester
A.
tained in
Hukat are cordially Invited. Richard
city frora
Burke's golden jubilee as a priest George
Devine,
Attornaya-at-LaMany eminent prelates were Included
Q. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
East Las Vegas, New Mexico
in the distinguished gathering that
participated in the ceremonies. Among
-the' many congratulations received by
MONUMENT CO
Bishop Burke was ao ordlal message
Albuquerque, N. M.
2,000 lbs., or Mora, Each Dal vary
par 1N tta,
of greeting from Pope Pius X.
215 E. Central
-1,000 Iba, to 2,000 Ibe, Each Delivery
per 1N la.
23 Years Practical Experience.
200 Ida, to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery .....
par 1N las.
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
El A. JONES
W. W. BOWERS
"60 lbs to 201 Ida, Each Delivery M.W.,..-MM1M IM,
'par
local
cannot
by
applications, as they
Laaa than M Ida, Each Delivery .M.w.M.Mito par 1M (h,
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
MRS. OLLIE 8HEARER
There Is only one way to cure deaf- Profeelonal. Health Culture for Ladles
A
A
ness, and that is by constitutional Hair and Scalp Treatment Manicure,
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
Facial Massage, Chiropody; Baths
Harvesters, Btoren, aad Distributors ej HAtsral las, the Fultg 123
Inflamed condition of the mucous linand Massage With Strict AtWaleh Bare Made La Teja
LAatlAf Qualities
tention to Doctor'a
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
OFFICE 711 DOUGLAI AVENUE
rumthis tube is Inflamed yon have a
Prescription
HOTEL ROMAINE
bling sound or Imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed, Deafness Is Phone Main 155, Long Distance Main
the result and unless the Inflamma
44. Office Hours:
1:30 p. m. to
tion can be taken out and the tube
3:30 p. m. Las Vegas, N. M- restored to its normal condition, hearDR. ADELAIDE B. LEWIS
ing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by catarrh,
Osteopathic Physician
which is nothing but an Inflamed conOffice Crockett Building
dition of the mucous surfaces.
Office Hours 9 to 12 a. m. 1 to S p. m.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
Residence Phone Main 384 '
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circuClAsifflA tdjt. aaAxak ami us paapie te
iaaAaA If g
lars, free.
Ihoaa who MIGHl E IT the pArtieaiAt Ols
vera SMat,
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
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Candidates now in the field for the
republican nomination for governor cf
Wisconsin are W. T. TJtman of Hud-eon- ,
Henry Roethe of Fennimore, W.
H. Hatton, a former state senator;
At.drew H. Dahl, former state treasurer, and Merlin Hull, who was speaker of the lower house of the legisla
ture last session.
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If you

have been neglecting to subscribe for The Optic NOW IS THE TIHE TO TAKE
THE PLUNGE
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with each yearly subscription Paid In Advance. There is no" increase in price. The
Optic will cost you exactly the same as you would pay for it at the monthly rate of 65c
and you get the electric Iron

THESE IRONS are under an absolute guarantee by the Las Vegas Light and Power
Co They have been given a 64 DAY TEST Think of it! FIFTEEN HUNDRED AND
THIRTY SX HOURS OF STEADY CURRENT and still as good as new.
THE OPERATING EXPENSE is about the same as the cost of fuel in ironing the
old way.
THE DIFFERENCE IS that with a Williams Electric you turn the switch and in
THREE MINUTES the iron is ready to use. All the heat is concentrated on the
iron, not a bit of it escapes, you can iron without interruption until you are through, and
while the IRON IS HOT. Whereas, by the old method, you will burn a bucketful! of coal getting
the irons ready to use and heat up the whole house in the meantime, tramp back and forth after fresh irons and
to pour bucketfull after bucketfull of coal iito your already red hot stove and YOU ARE HOT while YOUR IRONS
YOU ARE COOL

ARE COOL.
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The Optic for a. whole year aid this
is only
lcxbor
saving-convenien-

ce

Mail it or give it to the Carrier

You may firing your check to the Optic Office and get your iron.
and the Electric Iron will be delivered to your door.
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WALDO C. TWITCBELL

MUTUAL THEATER
St- -

:Drid

'

WHERE

TUIXIUHT
First Show Sta.rta .t 7;45
I

Swindlers' 'Majestic
"Our Mutual Girl
Reliance
No. 16.'
When Rubin Fooled the
Bandits" Keystone

30c per pound

!

1

V

It !

!

QUALITY

Waldo C. Twitchell, son of Colonel
R. E. Twitchell, will be in this city
next Thursday for a short stay on his

I- -

COUNTS

LOCAL NEWS
. Light automobile lamps,
'
o'clock this evening.

Cherries for Preserving

at'

7:47

JOHN II. YORK

Old' Taylor Whisitey and Sherwood
Fye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

GBOCER

Finch's Golden Weeding Rye, aged
in. wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

AND

Bunch of keys, (robably In
Finder return to Optlo jkni receive reward.

Stearns' Store

Lost

BAKER

-

street from automobile.
Adv.:-- ..

-

'

..

r

--

Light automobile
o'clock this evening.

lamps
.

at

7:47
HEAVY FINE FOR CHARLES
In the hearing before Judge D.
Leahy yesterday afternoon in the case
of the State vs. William C. Charles,
the defendant pleaded guilty to the
charge of carrying .concealed weapons
and was fined $100 and costs, which
were immediately paid by the father
of the defendant. The state was represented by District Attorney Charles
W. O. Ward and the defendant by At
torney St B. Davis.
The charge against Charles grew
out of a quarrel arising between the
defendant and D. C. Bird, a represent
ative of a picture framing firm, who
met on the afternoon of May 12 north
of this city. It is said that Bird refused to give Charles room enough to
pass on the road, and both parties
j hi
grew abusive.
toward
advanced
BLrd
When
Charles as if to settle the argument
with fisticuffs, it is said, Charles
drew a weapon which was concealed
on his: person

,.

j

The lolowing civil service examin
attorn will be held in this city on the
dates mentioned: July 22 Investigat
or of Poultry and Egg Handling
(male), salary $1,200 to $1,800; apsalary
prenticeq plata tjrinterA.(male),
engine and
$7K,oicoyisVjowine
boiler draftsman (male), salary $2.80
to $3.28 per diem; scientific assistant
in marketing and distribution. (male).
salary $1,400 to $1,800; nautical ex
pert (male), salary $1,000. July 22draftsman
(male),
salary $125 to $150 per month. Au
gust 3 Assistant in farm management (male), salary $1,800; chief sec
tion of derived products (male), sal
ary $3,000 to $3,500; chemical engl
neer (male), salary $2,400 to $4,000.
apprentice
Laboratory
August
(male), salary $480 to $540. For all
other information concerning these
examinations see Oscar Llnberg at
the local postoffice.

FAIR TRADING MAKES

FAST FRIEND'S

-

We are willing to be Judged by the 'QUALITY and PRICE of
any article we sell and the manner1 In which we treat our
,,' X.We want your business and If REASONABLE

patron.

prices for Quality
merchandise coupled with fair treatment is an Inducement, we
are going to get It

?Firnitire

6-- 6

Company
114
507 Sixth Street

Phone Vegas

per cent of Wednesday's,
The Mutual Girl will be shown again
and Friday's cash sales go to this evening at the Mutual Teater,
the Las Vegas hospital. Bacharach's, This interesting
character, goes
Adv.
through more exciting adventures, this
time rescuing the little girl whom she
Attend the Las Vegas hospital char rescued from a dive, as shown in the
ity sale at Bacharach's. Adv.
lata installment. The Muttual Girl also sees a part of the big musical hit;
The Ladies' Aid of the Christian "Sari."
church will meet Thursday afternoon
at 2:30 o'clock, at the home of Mrs
PLANNING FOR DEATHS
Council, 910 Third street
At a meeting held last night It was
decided by those having the matter
Special closing out eile on. planes, in charge to locate the carnival shows
t the Shumate Studio. Adv.
i.r.d exhibitions on the sooith side of
the Plaza, leaving the street on
The band stand and fountain In the the north
Plaza
side of - the
Plaza park is undergoing a coat of and Gonzales street on the south unpoint, in readiness for the Fourth of obstructed. It was suggesed by one
July celebralon which will take place of the members present at the meeton the Plaza.
ing that the Idea of keeping these
two highways unobstructed was a most
C. C. Gero has resigned his position
excellent one, as the carnival would
with the Investment Agency corpora last the entire
week, and funeral pro
tion and will leave within a few days cessions
from the East side,
coming
for Denver where he will locate.
on their way to the cemetery, could
proceedi along the above streetts withWhile attempting to ride up a hill out obstruction.
just east of the Presbyterian mission
on the West side yesterday afternoon
On account or a shortage of tax
Sfptty Smith, who recently purchased rolls the report on the valuation of
a speedy motorcycle, experienced his this
county cannot be made until the
flrst fall, when he met several ob- latter
ipart of next month. In makstructions on the road. The first was
his requisition for tax rolls the
ing
a fire hose which was strung along
county assessor asked for a large
the street while the second proved number over those received for the
a wagoa that Jblocked the way. Scotty
year 1913, but numerous additional
attempted ' to make a wide turn over descriptions and larger assessments
the sidewalk but an unseen ditch has used the entire stock received at
jumped up at hint When he could first
take stock of himself, he found he
had landed in a cabbage patch, and
his motor bike lay bunged up nearby.
One other result of Scotty's exciting
ride was a rent in a paling fence.
10
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Not "Heavier Than Air
but lighter are the bread,
cakes, biscuits, etc, baked
from Pure Quill flour. Try
a sack of it and see how
your reputation as a baker
will soar. Pure Quill flour
costs no more than other
high class flours but Is worth
more as no other is fully
equal to it Order a sack

T5he

Las Vegas Roller Mills

n
ft
1

3

Jefferson Reynolds, President
S. B. Davis, Vice President
E D. Reynolds, Vice President
HaOet Reynolds. Cashier,
H. Erie Hoke. Assistant Casbier.

j

,;

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OP LAS VEGAS. N. M.
Capital, SlOO.OOOCSurplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

In every department of Banking we
,
a. re prepared to give the best of service

Interest Paid en

Time Ccpcolts

"

'';

or
Steam Clean
We Dry

A fire alarm was turned in yesterday afternoon about 3:45 o'clock from
a small building t the south, of the
Presbyterian mission 'oh"" the West
side. Both departments
responded
to the alarm but on account of the
lew pressure- - of water, neither could
do any . material good. . The flames
started In a' small barn.; The damage
would be easily covered by $15.

All Classes ot

Men's & Women's

Garments

KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK

At

tie

Dome of tbe Best of Everything Eatable

Grants Hygenic Crackers
THE GRAAF & IIAYVARD CO. STORE

Kansas City, June 80. Hogs, receipts 13,000; market steady. Bulk
S.208.45; heavy $8.408.47J
packers and butchers $8.308.45;
lights $8.208.40; pigs $7.508.
Cattle, receipts 7,000. Market steady. Prime fed steers $8.759.25;
dressed1 beef steers $7.508.6O; west-er- n
steers
$6.508.75; southern
steers $5.758.25; cows $4.257.50:
heifers $6.609; stockers and feeders
if.5.07.70; bulls $5.2506.75: calves

j$59.50.

Cleaning of Pjumes a Specialty.

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED..

Las Vcias Steam
j

Sheep, receipts 8,000. Market stea-- j
dy. Lambs $8.5009.15; yearlings $6;
wethers $4.E06; ewes $45; j
stotckers and feeders $3.507.

!7;

Prices reasonable.

t

Laundry,,:.;
PLone Main 81

C17

Dowlas

Ave

OUR.

TO VISIT VEGAS

PROMOTER OF ARIZONA INDUS
TRY WILL STAY WITH HIS
FATHER, EN ROUTE EAST

? "The

111

Pa.ge Sample

JUNE

way to eDtroit, Mich., and points In
Pennsylvania where he Is going on a
b!g business proposition. The following article taken from the Phoenix
Republican gives the nature of the
proposition that Waldo Twitchell is
now working on:
For the purpose of engaging In the
profitable culure of lovies, apricots,
peaches and tomatoes, as well as the
splendid specimens of grape fruit and
orange that have made a name for
themselves In the markets of the
world, the Miramonte Ranch company,
composed of Phoenix people, but fin
anced largely with money from the
east, has Just been Incorporated and
shortly Waldo C. Twitchell of this city
will take a trip to eDtroit and Phila
delphia for the purpose of making the
final arrangements for placing the
company upon a strong basis and en
gaging In the work for which It was
organized.
The company Is capitalized at $125,
000, and It will operate the Miramonte
ranch, which is a large part of the
Colonel
fpije ranch

la the

WJByjjeU
Camelbjick

shadow,

qf-ih-
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FOR THIS WEEK
1

Model 59
locrid

IF THE BELL RINGS

.

.

LAS VEGAS MOT OH CAH CO.

We can sell you goods

at what they cost

other people and still make money.

'

NOTE THE SAVINGS

WE MAKE.

2 per cent (b 10 per cent by paying all bills Spot Cash.
10 per cent to 15 per cent on Furniture Bought in

Car-load- s.

,

25 per cent saved in Freight on Carloads ol Furniture.

WE GIVE YOU THE ADVANTAGE
OF ALL THE ABOVE.

Get

oir Prices

AND WE WILL GET YOUR BUSINESS.

J. C. JOHNSEN
US

(SL

SON

VEGAS LEADING UNDERTAKERS.

TIRES AtlD TUBES
For the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Miller
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.
Non-Ski-

TURN OFF WATER

Qyer-- v

. S650.00
1 Hupmobile, 1914 model, $850.00
1 Buick, 1911 model
:F S250.00
1 Ford, 1913 model . . 5250.00
1 Viehle touring car . . $300.00
1913-Abb- ott
Detriot Electric
Ught, Self Starter . . $1,000

moun-

tains. This ranch has long been one of
tiie show places of the valley, and
there some of the finest oranges and
olives in the entire valley are grown.
Primarily the idea of the organization is to raise olives? but since It
takes longer for these trees to mature
than It does others, the side lines will
be exploited for awhile. Tomatoes will
be grown and shipped to a Kansas
City brokerage and commission house
that has promised to handle them.
The tomatoes, that do not measure up
to the extra fine size and shape of
the shipped article will be canned in
a factory that Is to be ereced upon
the Miramonte ranch.
In like manner it is anticipated that
an olive packery will be "erected there
and a specialty made of curing and
preserving the finest olives under the
name of Miramonte olives. Peaches
and apricots will be served equally
well.
It is the Intention of the compaay to
acquire other ranch lands as the occasion requires and thus add to the acre- ago already possessed by the company.
to be managed
The entire property-iby WTaldo C. Twitchell, a nephew of
Colonel W. B. Twitchell, who will run
the farm and attend to the management also of the packery as soon as it
is built. Since he property is in the
proven olive belt of the valley, and
since the olive has always proved a
moneymaking crop, grea things are
expected of the organization.

MKET

SECOND HAND

n

?

FIRE CHIEF CALLS ' ATTENTION
TO LOW PRESSURE, WHEN '
'

HYDRANTS

ARE GOING

It would be well for the residents
of both Las Vegas and
Ve
gas to remember; .jha, In case of fire
all hydrants must be turned off im
mediately and must be kept closed
until the fire is out This is the gist
of a statement made by Chief Fred
Phillips of the fire department this
morning.
"The season of many fires is now
approaching, and no one knows what
the extent of a fdre may be. With the
dry weather and a fairly good wind,
the entire city might be destroyed,
though this is not probable; and everybody Bhould consider this when Ir
rigating their lawns or gardens after
a fire alarm has been sounded," said
'
the chief.
'
afternoon
both
Yesterday
departments attempted1 to extinguish a fire
on the West side, at which a long line
pf hose was Btrung. But the pressure
was so low that it was Impossible to
even force a small stream througa
the hose.
Both the B. Romero and the East
side departments are anxious that the
people comply with the requests in the
matter of shutting off the water during fires and request everyone to take
rrompt action the- moment an alarm
is sounded.

lsLas

Tony Leak of Mineral Hill made
application yesterday afternoon for
bounty on a wild cat killed near his
home recently.
WANTED Cieaa cotton
Oprto

of Bee.

ragt

P

ALL WORK

CONE AT OUR SHOP

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

f

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

Tlfl - HtJEY - LA
.

Saved by Using

POCIE'S PEAK

;

;

"

SELF RISING FLOUR
Endorsed by America's Finest Cooks
SOLD BY YOUR GROCER
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ASK FOR IT
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